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Tomatoes. What could he more Mediterranean? Yet they originally came from
Mexico. A Spaniard brought some home in 1523 and Spain has been growing them
ever since; discover some lesser-known types in this issue.
The latest variety in our series on native grapes is Bobal, lo which there are written
references dating back to 1478, and which determined young winemakers and
estate owners are now successfully restoring to former gloiy Perseverance is also
showing results for the pioneers of biod) namic wines, now slowly but surely can ing
a markel niche for themselves.
Spain's charcuterie is an inexhaustible subject which we revisit with a panoramic
survey that takes in a lot more than the now fainiliar i:/u)ri;o. Another Spanish
institution, the Mom del Dia. is holding its own very nicely against the fast food
invasion and the foreign trend of a cjuick sandwich at ones desk!
Our tour of UNESCO World Heritage Sites comes to a close with a visit to Ibiza
(where the nightlife is by no means the only attraction), followed by the wonders
of Tarragona, former capital of Hispania,
Then there's the story behind one of Spain's best-knovvTi brands of beer, for which
we have the Franco-Prussian War of 1870 to thank.
All in all. plenty of reading lor the long winter evenings. And please keep those
comments and suggestions coming!
Cathy Boirac
Editor-in-chief
cathy.boirac@icex.es
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The only
secret
paella
Only the best paellas are
made with El Paellero, an
open secret known in more
than a million Spanish homes.
El Paellero ensures the
success of the rice with
carefully selected spices
such as saffron. A culinary
secret packed by Carmencita
now distributed worldwide.
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Spain. As many winenes as landscapes.
In Spain there are almost as many wineries as there are landscapes. The
diversity of vittcLitLre in the country is reflected in more than 90 grapes
varieties from 65 denominations of origin. Our wines mirror our country's
infinite beauty. Soil and climatic conditions ensure variety, personality and
richness of style to please all discerning palates.
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ALMONDS
RICE
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STURGEON
LENTILS
CHEESES
WATER MELONS
SHRIMPS
FISH
MEATS
AUBERGINES
PEACHES
LEMONS

Not only variety, but also quality.

Because of taste, know-how and richness, Andalusia will always offer you much more.
Unique food worldwide. Brilliant olive oils and wines. Fruits, vegetables and marl<et garden products, fisli and meats, all uncomparable by nature
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Minority
Report
Spain is a major player in the
tomato industry. But beyond
the big business Ues a httleknown world of traditional

tomato varieties, planted and
consumed at a local level, with
a peerless flavor that sets them
apart from the industrial crop.
Paul Richardson

investigates

for Spain Gourmetour.

TEXT
PAUL RlCHARDSON/©lCEX
PHOTOS
MIGUEL S. MONITA/OICEX
LUCiA M. DI770ICEX

Whenever the subjeet of tomatoes
comes up in eonversation. you will
almo.st aKva)'s hear the same
complaint: they don't taste as good as
the>' used to. The reasons arc not hard
to find. Supermarket tomatoes are
intensively grown in greenhouses,
often out of season; they are picked
green and ripened either in transit or
ariificially, using chemicals. But the
single most important factor in the
tomato's perceived decline is the
cjuestion of variety. The modern hybrid
varieties u.sed in today's hyper-efficient
tomato industr)' cannot compete with
traditional varieties in terms of flavor.
Indigenous (also called heritage or
heirloom"> tomatc>es were once
common in Spain, but when the new
generation of high-cropping, dise.nseresistant varieties came along in the
I'ilOs they experienced a dramatic
decline. Many are ncnv cm the verge of
extinction, surviving in small plots
cultivated by elderly farmers for
domestic consumption.
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Spain has a long and fruitful
relationship with the tomato. Though
noi the world's largest producer (.that
title goes to China, which produces
around 15% of the global total,
compared with Spain's 3%), it is
certainly an enthusiastic consumer It
is no exaggeration to sa\' that the
tomaio represents an irreplaceable pan
of the diet and lifestyle of the Iberian
Peninsula, In Spanish cuisine,
tomatoes are generally used fresh in
salads or for cooking, though bottled
and canned products such as iiwuitc
jrito (sauce made from tomatoes and
extra virgin olive oil) have always been
popular, and the new wave of readymade pa.sta sauces, ketchups and ihe
like are making inroads into the local
market. Dishes like gazpacho (southern
chilled soup traditionally made with
tomaio, sweet bell pepper, cucumber
and bread, and llavored with garlic
and \'inegar), salmorejo (cold soup
made with tc^matoes, bread, e.xira
virgin olive oil, garlic and vinegarl and

pisto (a t>pe of ratatouille) would be
unthinkable without tomato Meat,
fish and vegetables of all sorts are
commonly prepared with tomato,
implying the presence of a fresh
tomato sauce. The classic Spanish
s()/ri(o (sauteed garlic, onion and
lomato in extra virgin olive oil), the
base for a multitude of Spanish dishes,
generally includes tomato. Its hardK
surprising, then, that Spanish
consumption of tomatoes is among the
highest of any country in the world,
estimated at 17 kg (37 lb) per person
per year.

"Eaten by
foreigners"
Originally hailing from the foothills of
the .Andes, the tomato belongs to the
same family ;is the eggplant, potato
and deadly nightsh.ide. Its Utiin n.ime.
Lycopersicon esculenlum. picturesciuely
translates as "edible wolf peach".
Though Columbus first observed it on
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his earliest voyages in the New World,
it was Hcman Cones who eventually
brought it back from Mexico in 1523,
Initially a small berry-like fruii and
yellowish in color, it had lo overcome
a cenain resistance in cultures vvhere it
was believed to be either poisonous
and/or an aphrodisiac. The tomato
(from the Aztec word tomalD was not
commonly eaten anywhere in Europe
until the 17"' century, and the nonhern
countries were panicularly suspicious
of this strange itew fruil. In 159fi, an
English vrriier described it not only as
"rank and stinking" but much wor.se:
"eaten by foreigners".
Since then the tomato has taken the
world by storm, becoming the mosi
widely cultivated vegetable species of
all. According to the FAO, on a global
scale it is grown on a surface area of
between 2.5 and 2.9 million ha (6.27.2 million acres). A total of 122
million tons (244 billion lb) are
consumed each year worldwide. Yet
this quantity is made up by a hantlful
of varieties which are not exactly
valued for their Ilavor, but for other
properties such as color, resistance to
di.sease, and above all, heavy cropping.
Commercially-grown lomato varieties
can be divided into a number ol basic
types, such as Beefsteak. Moneymaker,
Marmande, and ihe newest tv-pe of LSL
tomaio ("long shelf life") wiihin which
Daniela, a variety developed by Israeli
scientists, is overwhelmingly the world
leader. Then there is the so-called
American lype (including Ace, Sunny
and Empire), the French type (Savor,
Medea, Top21 and Romeo), vine
tomatoes (many of them LSL, such as
the popular Durinta) and the cherries,
ironically, the modern tomaio lype

closest to the I'l^iii's original size
and shape.

Rare and precious
Spain has a magnificent heriiage of
tradiiional tomato varieiies. many of
which are native to counties. The
agricultural cooperative La Verde in
the mountains of Cadiz (southem
Spain), possessors of ihe countr)''s
biggest private bank of tomato seeds,
currently stocl<s seeds of about 120
Spnnish varieties, though the co-op's
spokesman Manuel Zapata believes
that there are more oul there-"many.

many more". Exactly how many is
hard to say; as Zapata points out,
fonnerly "local" varieties have now
spread to other parts of the country,
leading to a nearly infinite number of
varieties or sub-varieties each with its
own set of variables.
One can imagine that these oldfashioned tomatoes, with their
incomparably superior fla\'or, might
have a bright future in a market
hvuigry for it. In agricultural terms,
however, the sitiiation of these
varieties is far from rosy Large-scale
intensive agriculture has no place for
the pink tomato of Huesca, to give just

I' I! 0 .\1 T H E .\I () U X T A I N S 0 F
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Sergio and Javier Torres are a pair of identical
twins whose restaurant Dos Cielos can be
found on the 24" floor of Barcelona's most
spectacular new hotel, the ME by Melia, The
dining room and kitchen (remarl^bV, there is
no physical division behveen the two) have
wonderful views over land and sea Irom the
French architect Dominique Perrault's striking
tower block in the Poblenou district.
The Torres twins' dish. Chilled Stuffed
Tomatoes wlh Javea Sail Fish and Basil
(Tomates frios rellenos, salazones de Jcivea y
albahacas) uses an organic lomato grown by
a friend of the twins, a recluse who lives
without electric light or telephone In the
mountains ol Montseny Small lomates en
rama (vine tomatoes), belonging to a
nameless local variety, arie peeled and
hollowed out before being stuffed, either with
a basil cream or a mixture of salt fish and
artichokes, and decorated withflowerpetals,
seaweed and purple basil leaves. The
Montseny tomato is so sweet, says Sergio,
tfiat he has even used it in a dessen, saut6ing
(t whole with butter, aim, vanilla and mint.
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one example, whose plantleis require
twice as long as commercial varieties
10 come to maturity. Local varieties
largely depend on the elderly folk who
coniinue to grow them year after year
in their vegetable patches. But what
happens when these constant
gardeners are finally unable to tend
their crops? The chain is broken and
the varieiies are lost. Zapata describes
the situation of traditional tomaio

20
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varieties in Spain as 'very delicate",
and points to the organic sector, which
is in a good position lo promote these
excellent and mostly organically-growm
tomatoes as a possible window of
opportunity For the moment,
traditional and/or "gastronomic"
varieiies represent a tiny percentage of
the world tomato markel. Spanish
traditional tomato varieties have a
presence on the riaiiunal market that is

so small as to be almost non-existent,
to say nothing of foreign markets.
With a couple of exceptions, these
tomatoes are so highly prized in their
home regions, and grown in such
small quantities, that they are
unknown oulside their place of origin.
Examples of these local heroes include
Villa del ITado (from Madrid, central
Spain), Label Vasco (from the Basque
Countr>-, northeast Spam), Tcimate
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Tigre (from Almeria, southeast Spain,
its name owing to its vertical stripes of
green and darker green), Zafarraya
(from Granada, southem Spain), the
curiously-named Came de Doncella
("damsel's flesh", from the interior
Andalusian town of Ubeda, southern
Spain) and Uuevo de Toro ("bull's
testicle", from Jaen, also in southern
Spain).
The world of the tomato in Spain is a
good example of what happens in the
absence of prc)iected designations of
origin (PDOs) and protected
geographic indications (PGIs) to keep
order in what would otherwise be an
unmly house. Unlike other vegetable
crops, notably the pepper (Spain
Gounnclour No. 76), Spanish tomatoes
have only one PGl, and tliai applies
not to a single variety but to an area
(La Cafiada-Nijar, in the province of
Almerfa) where various types of
lomato hiippen to be successfully
grown on a large scale.

'The best tomato
in the world"?
The saga of ihe Muchamiel tomato is a
perfect illustration of the challenges, as
well as the opportunities, facing
traditional tomato varieties in Spain,
This kind was once well-known in
Spain, and especially highly regarded
in the coastal region of Valencia
(eastern Spain), from whence it hails.
(MuLxamel, or Muchamiel, is a village,
now more of a suburb, just outside the
city of Alicante.) Flattish in shape,
with deep venical furrows and a
coloring resembling the Raf (to which
it is related), tomatoes of this variety

can often reach impressive size. For
Ramon Espinosa of A.S.AJA (the young
farmers' association of Alicante), the
Muchamiel is "the best tomato in the
world" in lerms of flavor. Local
restaurants specialize in a simple salad,
dressed vvith extra virgin olive oil and
sah, for vvhich they charge a high
pnce. The restaurant Piripi in .Ahcante,
which prides itself on ils use of ftrstclass local produce, serves a
Muchamiel tomato salad, but only in
season. Oddly, given the high regard in
vvhich the vanety is held locally, it has
been allowed to decline almosi to the
verge of extinction. Only a handful of
farmers still grow it in the municipalitv',
and the loss of genetic quality lias laid
the variety open to problems of disease,
reducing yield considerably As a result
of a ten-year projeci at Miguel
Hernandez University in Alicante,
hovvever, new cultivars have been
obtained which are much inore
resistant to viral infections, as well as
much higher yielding. Rafael Marlinez
at Muchamiel's municipal govemieni
says the aim now is to get local farmers
plan ling the variely again and begin
.selling the tomato within a reasonable
radius, given that it is picked npe and
has a relatively shon shelf life.

In the pink
Other Spanish tomato varieties have
fared better in the past and have
always been grown and appreciated in
their home regions. An example is the
pink tomato of Huesca, in the
northern part of the region of Aragon.
This part of the province, in the
foothills of the Pyrenees, has a long
tradition of hortituhure inhented from
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In the days before refrigeration,
greenhouses and fast distribution, the
tomate de colgar or tomate de penjar
(hanging tomato) was a valuable resounce
in Spanish rural households. The hanging
tomato is grov^n in summer, but its thick
skin allows it to be stored for use in the
winter months. Once picked they are often
formed into bunches on strings and hung
in a cool dark place (the wine cellar is a
popular choice). Varieties of tomate de
colgar can be found all over Spain, but
especially in Valencia. Catalonia and the

2 2
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Balearic Islarxfs, where the custom ol
tomato-rubbed bread is deeply rooted.
The town of Alcala de Xivert (Cas*ell6n,
eastern Spain) is known as the heartland
of hanging tomato cultivation in Spain
The local tomate de colgar Herrera was
recently awarded a quality seal (CV) by
the region of Valencia. Produced by a
total of 21 growers in the Alcaic de Xivert
municipality, it is sold throughout the
Valencia region and Calalonia, and the
German market takes some 2,000 kg
(4.409 lb) a year.

the Arabs, vvhich has never been lost.
The Spanish phrase dc loda la vida
(since forever) applies to the tomate
rosa de Barbastro [pink tomato froin
BarbasiTo), cultivated in small plots
and traditionally sold in local markets
around the province of I luesca, Javier
Belorz is president of a riewly-created
association (Asociacidn dc Horlelanos
Titit/iciiiiiiiif:-; v Aiiiigos ife It! Hucrui del
.Alio .Aragon), which is applying for ihe
Aragonese quality seal Calial for the
pink tomaio, granied by Aragon's
lX•Ci^lll.ll i:i>\\:::;i:iu:n "IVi^ii^illv .iti
large side (a single specimen
commonly weighs 1/2 kg / 1.1 lb),
with thin skin, a pinkish color and
fleshy interior, the tomate rosa is
superbly delicious, its intense flavor
makhig supermarket LSL tomatoes
seem like another species altogether.
According to Betore, this product is
best appreciated on ils own. cut into
thick slices and sprinkled wilh sail and
oliv^e oil. Down the road in La Hoya
comarca is the company Huena Basia
(based in the municipality LupifienOrtilla) which has created a registered
brand name for the local pink tomato
and is attempting to find a gap in the
(Spanish) market for a heritage lomato
to rival the famous RaL Francisco
Escudero of Huerta Basia even claims
that his toniaic basia is "tastier than the
Raf. Itiigo Linechii of Restaurante
Urrechu in Pozuelo de .Alarc6n (outside
Madrid), who serves the pulp of the
Basia tomato in a dressed salad with
cured tuna belly, shares his opinion.
Grown from seeds kept back from
previous years, the pink lomalo has a
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notably short grovving season, from
early .August to mid-October. But ihat
is not the least of its problems. Unlike
LSL tomatoes, traditional vaneties are
picked ripe, when the flesh is sofiesi.
This makes them prone to
damage-first on the plant, where they
are exposed to hailstorms and disease,
then in transpon-and difficult to slore
for any length of time. Logistical
problems like these are the main
reason ihc pink tomaio of Huesca, like
many of Spain's indigenous tomaio
varieties, may struggle lo find a
foothold ill ihe marketplace.

Return of the native
One might ihink the pink tomato a
freak, a one-off. In fact, pink tomatoes
are found in various pans of Spain; in
northern Extremadura. in the province
of Cordoba, and in the mouniains of
Aracena. in Huelva province. The
lomcue rosado de Aracena (pinkish
tomato from Aracena) is currently the
object of a unique project, developed
under the aegis of the Slow Food
movement (an international non-profit
oiganizalion which seeks to counteract
the effects of fast-paced life on eating
habits), aimed at promoting this
superb and little-known tomato
variety Pedro A, Cantero, professor of
food and culture at the Pablo Olavide
University m Seville, has been
researching the pinkish lomato since
the early 1990s, when its cultivation
had reached a stage of almosi total
abandonment. Produced in a high
mountain area of around 1,000 m

(3,280 ft), in a series of small villages
ol vvhich the epicenter is Casiaflo del
Robledo. 4 km (2.5 mi) from Jabugo
(souihwesiem Spain, famous for its
ham), the variely has a short season
beginning in early August. The lomalo
can grow up to 750 g (26 oz) a piece;
its delicate skin when ripe requires
wooden boards lo prevent the fruit
from touching the ground and rotting.
But everyone who has tried the pink
lomato agrees thai, for flavor, few
varieties compare. •'It's the best, and
I'm not saying that just because it's
ours," jokes Pedro, Traditionally eaten
Ire-sh or bottled for the winter, the
tomate rosado from .Aracena forms pan
of a local dish known as dislraido,
combining bread, extra virgin olive oil,
tomato pulp, and wafer-thin sinps of
focint) ibcrico (Ib^rico lard, most likely
a by-product of the ham industry
centered around Jabugo),
The aim of professor Cantero's project
is both to make the pink tomato more
widely known and, in due course, to
make it commercially viable. It is
a hard task, given the variety's
delicate constitution and
drastically short growing
season, but already there are
signs of a small revolution in the
villages of Aracena. The municipal
government of .Almonaster la Real
has brought out a book. La
Matanza Vegetal, describing the
culture of lomaio bottling. In
the village of Calabazares, a
festival (La Gran Fiesta del
Tomate) at the end of .August
is dedicated to the tomate
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A
ros-ado- The tomato is sold in local
greengrocers, and one producer,
Balduino Hernandez, makes and sells
a superb tomato jam which is highly
appreciated among the gourmets of
Seville.

Catalan biodiversity
Parallel stories of rescue from oblivion
are to be found all over Spain. An
important focus of aciivity is in
Caialonia, where ihe seed bank
Esporus (in Manresa, outside
Barcelona) is taking steps to preserve
the biodiversity of local crops. Tomato
varieiies held by the bank include
Catalan specialities like Tomaco,
Pome La, Palosanio and Bombilla (also
known as supositori, which has
something to do with its shape!),
Esporus also keeps seeds of the beslknovvTi Catalan heritage lomato, the
Montscrrat, appropriaiely named after
the holy mountain of Calalonia and
Our Lady of Montserrat. patroness ol
Calalonia. This variety has been grown
for generations in the comarca of El
Valles, and has always been highly
valued by local gastronomes, though
beyond the counly it is barely kiunvii.
Despite its top quality, the variety
suffered a sharp decline in the 1970s
and is only now being planted more
widely
Ada Parellada, scion of the Parellada
restaurani family of Barcelona, reminds
us that pan (luuaca (bread mbbed wilh
tomato and dressed vvith extra virgin
olive oil, garlic and salt) is one of
Catalonia's principal signs of
gastronomic identity. As it happens,
the lomate de Monlserrat would noi be
the best vaneiy lo use for rubbing on
bread as it has very lillle pulp and

WH 0 LE

After years of being
overlooked and
dangerously close
to being consigned
to oblivion,
traditional Spanish
tomato varieties are
entering tfie worid
stage. They are
unmatched in taste
and aim to stand
out as an alternative
for a market looking
for flavor. The
following six
varieties are
championing the
cause.
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Tomate rosado de
Aracena
Large, soft-skinned, pink in
color, few seeds. Sweet and
succulent flesh.

Kumato
Perfect round shape, shiny
skin. Dark green, almosi black
color. Sweet, aromatic flesJn.

Muchamiel
Deeply furrowed exterior.
Abundant pulp, sweet flesh.

Raf
Irregular shape, deeply
furrowed. Thin skin, fleshy, little
juice. Sweet'sour flavor, with
sweetness predominating.
Dark green to light green'red.

Montserrat
Undulating exterior, can
resemble a small pumpkin.
Variously colored red, green,
yellow and pink. Relatively
little pulp. Intense fiavor.

Tomate rosa de Barbastro /
tomate basia
Large tomato, smooth surface.
Soft, fine skin. Abundant flesh,
very sweet, almost seedless.
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plenty of space inside, making it the
perfect tom.ito for stuffing and
baking. However, it is delicious in
salads, and the Reixach sisters
(Spall! Gourmctoiir No. 74) at the
restaurani Hispania, in Arcnys dc
Mar, serve a simple salad of
Montserrat tomaio with Figuere5
onions and mangetes del ganxel
(white beans) dressed with
Arbec|uina extra virgin olive oil.

The Raf tomato;
an exannpie to
follow
Despite the grassroots revival of
tradinonal tomaio culture, gourmet
varieties accouni for no more than
the merest drop in the ocean of
Spanish industrial tomato
production. The Raf tomato may
just l^e the exception. Here is a
variety thai, against all odds, is
doing good business in Spain, with
consumers paying up to 10 or 15
euros per kg (2.2 lb) for a lomato
that is distinctly on the unattractive
side, often a curious shade of dark
green which looks to the uninitiated
as if the lomato is compleiely
unripe.
The Raf has an intriguing history.
Though the name might sound
Spanish, it is in fact an acronym lor
Resisiente al Fusariujii (resistant to
the \nral disease Fusarium). Though
originally created by a French seed
company vvhich still owns the
patent, its particular requirements
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(a lightly saline soil, a dry climate
and long periods of sunlight) make
it ideal for the condilions on the
southeast coast ol Spain.
Like other speciality tomatoes, the
Raf produces lovv yields; where
high-cropping varieties such as
Daniela or Atletico easily reach 15
kg (33 lb) per sq m (10 fl), the Raf
barely reaches 3 or 4 (6.6 to 8.8
lb). Its growing season is also
unusual: ihanlcs to the mild
temperatures of Almeria (southeast
Spain), ils birthplace, the Raf is
sold from December to April and
may be considered one of the few
genuine winter tomatoes. The Raf
is a descendant of the French
Mamiande. not a hybrid hui the
result of selection by growers over
the last half century. The variety
has been grown for many years in
the Vegas de Alraeria, and
particularly in the towns of La
Canada, Nijar and El AlquiSn, but
was unknown oulside the province
until the late 1990s. It is now
highly fashionable, can be bought
all over Spain, and is much
esteemed by gourmets despite ils
high price. Dani Garcia of
Restaiirante Calima (Spain
GniiriJietaur No. 70) in Marbella is
only one of the reputed Spanish
chefs to have fallen under ihc spell
of this unique lomalo. Last winter,
the menu at Calima featured a Raf
lomalo stuffed vvith pipinanti (salad
made from tomato, onion and
cucumber) and raw Motril shrimp.
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Barboalfo pink LamotQ
(La Haya fle Huescal
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Back to blaok
The Other great exception to the
general rule that Spanish "minority"
tomatoes are only consumed in their
place of production is the Kumato
.Although this variety could not be
described either as traditional, herUage
or heirloom, it is a curious example of
the market's response to consumers"
demand for a tomato with laste.
Known as a Ijlack" tomaio, this
variely is actually a dark shade of
greenish-brown. Its shiny impeccable,
perfectly round appearance might lead
you to believe that what we have here
is a transgenic lomato. Bui this is not
the case. The Kumato was developed
in the early years of the millennium by

a Spanish grower in Aguilas. in die
region of Murcia (southeast Spain),
working for Syngenta Seeds Europe,
V . ; . - ;i>i k ; i l u I'.-l

^,^:•J•|^• i . k i ;

would flourish in the saline soils of the
southern coast of Spain, (Kumaio is a
registered trademark of SvTigentn,
vvhich prefers the name Rosso Bruno
for the American markel.) The unique
selling point of the Kumaio is that it is
edible whether ripe or not-and not
only is ii edible, but surprisingly tasty,
with a sweetness and intensity of flavor
not found in your average salad
tomato. It was launched in the UK in
2003 and is now being sold in 50
branches of Marks & Spencer in the
UK as from May this y-ear, both in the
normal size and in a mini version.

Pfliil RjcIuirJsan lives on afarnx in
nonhcni Extremadiirti. Afreedance travel
and food writer, lie is the auihor of A Ijate
Dinner; Discovering the Food of Spain
(Bloomsbui y, UK and Scribner, USA).
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Vines

Formerly an anonymous componeni
of bulk wines, the Bobal variety is
now revealing its full potential thanks
to a new generation of oenologists in
the DO Utiel-Requena (Valencia) and
DO Manchuela (Cuenca and
Albacete). With the emphasis on old
vinestocks of a variety that grows
almost exclusively in these two areas,
they are producing pleasant, fresh
roses and some very personal reds.
The experience of the old vines
contrasts with the youth of the
winemakers who are bringing Bobal
to the forefront alongside the great
Spanish varieties.

TEXT
ALMUDENA MARTIN
RUED.V©1CEX
PHOTOS
PATRICIA R, S0T0/©1CEX
TRANSLATION
JENNY MCDONALD/® ICEX

"My Ijtbcr |iianu:d llic-c ••. inc; bwck in
1981, soon after he bought the
property" FelLx Martinez points to the
different parcels thai surround the V'era
de Esienas winery, part of the DO
Utiel-Requena. vvith their Cabernet
Sauvignon, Malbec, Merlot and
Chardonnay vines. "All the others,"
says Felix, "about 50% of the 42 ha
(104 acres) we have grow Bobal vines
thai are about 100 years old," His
great-grandfather had a winery
producing bulk vvine, but in 1980 his
father, Francisco Martinez, bought the
property vvhere the winery
(reminiscent of a French chateau) is
located, and planted imported varieties
in the belief they were what vvas
needed to produce qualily wines. This
winery's best-known range, labeled
Vera de Estenas, started out as a blend
of these foreign varieiies but, since the
rediscovery of Bohal, an increasingly
large proportion of this native variety
is being included in the blend.
In ihe 1990s. Francisco's children took
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over and staned doing things
differently. They believed the Bobal
variety, ihe one they grew most, could
offer both qualily and a good selling
point. Going against the tradiiion thai
considered Bobal betier for bulk wines
than for qualily, they sought out the
oldest of the vines, the ones that
produced smaller-grained grapes and
less than 2 kg (4.4 lb) per stock. It was
a risk but, in the late 1990s, their Casa
Don Angel, made al the time from
90% Bobal, received very good
reviews. It caiue as a surprise that such
a pleasant vvine wiih such personality
could be produced from Bobal. l.intil
then, this variety had been used for
mass production, with young wines
being sent quickly to the port of
Valencia and from there to foreign
markets receptive of wines with a high
skin-to-juice ratio and plenty of color.
Felix offers me some Ctsa Don Angel
2005, now made exclusively from
Bobal, with 18 months in .Allier oak
and a production of just 8,000 bottles.

"It's now on the wine list in a
restaurant in Napa." he says proudly 1
was surprised by its brighi purplish
color combined with a very pleasant
freshness in the mouth. "Bobal
oxidizes very slowly and keeps ils
color and fruiiiness for years. And its
acidii)- is well-balanced," says Felix. It
seems to me to be a wine with mature
fruil, plenty of body, sweet tannin and
a slightly bitter finish.

Inland Valencia
Vera dc Estenas is one of the oldest
private wineries in the DO UtielRequena, in Valencia, a prcivince on
the east coast of Spain that is much
better known for its long while sand
beaches than lor iis interior. Flere, far
from the tourist attractions along the
coasi is where the DO's 40,600 ha
(100,325 acres) of vineyard are
located, 77% of which grow the Bobal
variety. Bobal is apparently a native of
Uiiel-Requena from vvhere it spread to
other nearby areas, especially to wliat

BOBAL

IS known today .is the IX") Manchuela
The first written mention of the variety
appears in the book £s;)i/l or L(il)rf de
les clones by the Valencian poet and
doctor Jaume Roig tearly 15'''century,
1478), one of the great works of
medieval literature in the Catalan
language. In the 19''' century, the
variety came into its own because it
was resistant to phylloxera, and
production was stepped up in UtielRet[ucna for shipping out ihrough
Valencia. Only in 1957 did UtielRcquena gain DO status, but there was
Slill a large market lor doble pasta (high
skin-io-juicc ratio) wine with plenty ol
color, and Bobal wa.s ideal for bulk
production. It was especially valued
for its color and resistance to
oxidation, but few people imagined it
could be used for anything differeni.
Then, in the mid- 1990s, just like Felix
did in Vera de Fstenas, several young
ociiologists started using it for ciuality
red wines.
The problem with Bobal is ils high
tannin content and the fact that the
grape seeds maiure unevenly in young,
ver\- productive vineyards. Bui roses
need very little maceraiion so there is
no time for biiter llavors to form, and
the freshness of the variety can be
brought out with all its color and
aromaiic potential And some great
roses are produced-fresh, vvith a very
bright color and very pleasant red
berry aromas, such as the Enicrizo ros^
from the Covinas cooperative or the
Vega Infante rose from the Bodegas
Utelianas cooperative. But the main
challenge vvas to obtain quality red
wines, as Daniel Exposiio, oenologist
al Dominio de la Vega, explained to
me. Daniel knows that one of the
difliculties with this variety is to avoid
rough, tannic wines with greenish
hints in the mouth. .After a visit to
Barolo in lialy, where he realized that
wines could be excellent even if the
lannin content is high, he decided to

the focus is on the polyphenols and
identifying the lannins and how they
behave.

Research
for the future

iry his luck with Bobal. The secret lies
in the plant and in tinding ihe ideal
vineyard lor producing qualily wines.
He took me along to one of his
favorites; La Muela. This vineyard does
not belong to him but he supervises it,
along with almost all the vineyards
that provide him with grapes. There he
showed me .some venerable twisted,
knotted vines and explained that only
very old vines can he used to produce
qualily wines, "These ones produce
from 800 g lo 1 kg (1 7 lb to 2.2 Ib)
per vinestock." And it is the grapes
from these old vineyards that are used
to make Arte Mayor, a wine with
personality and no vintage as it
combines wines made and aged in
different years. Daniel is absolutely
convinced that this variely has a great
luture and insists that it requires
greater research. He is currently
collaborating on the CCNIT program
(the National Strategic Consortium for
Technical Research, run by the Spanish
Ministry of Science and TechncMogy)
on a 4-year research project involving
25 wineries in different parts of Spain
which aims to determine how climate
change is affecting vine-growing and
winemaking in Spain. His winery is
panicipating in the projects on cava
I Rcqucna is one of the few parts of
Spain where it is possible to produce
for the DO Cava oulside Catalonia)
and on the Bobal vanety In the latter.

This need for research vvas one of ihe
leitmotivs in conversations with
producers of Bobal wines. 1 talked to
Pablo Ossorio, a native of El Bierzo in
northwestern Spain and oenologist
for the Murviedro wineries, one of the
great private wineries in the DO
L'tiel-Requena, which also has
wineries in the DO Valencia and the
DO .-Micante. ' I like to be practical.
When 1 sec a problem, 1 tr\' to find a
solution. Here Cabernei Sauvignon
and Syrah do very well, but whal I
have most of is Bobal." In 1999, he
brought out Corolilla, a Bobal wine
that is the source of constant critical
acclaim and awards, such as the gold
medal received recently for Corolilla
Criat^za 2006 at the 2009 Brussels
World Competition. But this vvas no
romaniic adv-eniure It developed oul
ol his need lo produce wine from
about 10,000 tons of grapes, a large
proportion of vvhich were of the
variely that predominates in the DO
Utiel-Rcquena. For years, he has been
introducing improvements in the
vvinemaking process, using microoxygenaiion to remove any grassy
aromas and cold maceration ic< bring
oul the fruitiness and tannin without
the presence of alcohol, and to
stabilize the color But he realized that
vvith his grapes there vvas insufficient
glycerin, the substance that gives
volume in the mouth, and he set up a
research projeci to find a yeast that
would enhance this sensation. The
yeast appeared in the Monastrell
variety, which he is now using in his
wines.
Pablo Ossorio agrees that quality
comes from old, kiw-yielding Bohal
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vineyartls. He has his own favorite area
within the DO but conlirms something
thai Vicenie Perez, president of the
Regulatory Council, had already told
me. "Here we have too much of the
good stuff," says Vicente, referring to
the fact that almost half of the Bobal
vineyards are over 50 years old. Seeing
my surprise, Perez explained ihat not
many wineries are using Bobal to
produce qualily wines. In fact, only 35
of the 115 winenes in the DO are
producing wines vvith a majority of
Bobal. "The yield from these vines is
lovv, so they are not very prornablc for
growers. " This has led many of them to
pull up their old vines, replacing them
with more productive ones or wiih
other varieiies. Fortunately, the
concept of quality with Bobal is
catching on and the number of
cusiomers for Bnbal grapes is growing.
11 will be the market that will keep
these viney,irds going, with wineries
having to pay growers for the quality
they want, plus a bonus to make up
for ihe lovv yield.
One of ihc.se 35 wineries is Ek)degas
Torroja, a family-owned business that
started experimenling with Bobal in
1998. I spoke to Juan Carlos Garcia,
jusl back from two presentations in
Korea and I long Kong. "When you
travel, you realize the value of what you
have at home." Bobal is his native
variety although in this winery ihey are
also producing a white from Tardana
grapes, another native and less wellknovvTi variety. We had lunch in the
restaurani they opened up in the old
winery building as pan of the area's
vvine lourism plan and he told me how.
in the laic 1990s, they realized they
could do somediing with the most
prevalent variety in their region. So, m
1998, they staned to make wine from
barrel-femiented Bobal aged on the
lees. It took them a couple of yejirs to
fully understand the process, but in
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2000 their barrel-femiented Sybanis
came out successfully'. "It is a very
robust vine that produces a large
amount of givipcs bui. if you want
quality, you luivc to tend the jilants
carefully The main problem is that the
grapes do not ripen uniformly The
seeds take longer titan ihe rest. This can
be resolved by using very old vines,
ones that are at least 40 years old." He
aims to focus on Iriiily llavors with a
louch of wood, and he says that the
specihc characteristics of the variety are
"plenty of red fruit, blackcurrant,
balsamic flavors, a little licorice and
aniseed." These can be brought out by
applying different techniques: cold
maceration prior to fermentation,
avoiding contact with the seeds, then
malolaciic fermentation in the barrel
and 3 months of daily batonnage to get
a silky smooth texture horn the fine
lees, and then final aging for 6 to 14
months in French oak.

History in the
vineyard
Finca Ardal is anoiher of the familyrun wineries that has recently
decided to focus on Bobal as a way of
selling its wines apart and offering
something different. After a
longstanding tradition as bulk

producers, in 1987 they built a new
winery on their estate with the idea
of producing quality, bottled wines,
so they did as others around them
were doing: they planted imported
varieties. But they still had to find a
solution for the vines they already
had. so they started working in ihc
["iclJ. In the mid-1990s, they ch,ingcd
the traditional growth stance from
vase-shaped to espalier, and tried out
different pruning methods to reduce
yield. Meanvvhile, ihcy were
collaborating wiih the Technological
Institute for Viticulture and Oenology
in Requena logeiher with the Wine
Chair set up by the Polytechnic
University of Valencia. The research
they were doing also involved
Richard Smart, the well-known
viticultural researcher and consultant
from Australia. Luis Orozco, owner
of Finca .Ardal, tells me they started
lo vinily Bobal in 2000, although
their first 100% Bobal wine, bearing
the Ocho Cuerdas label, was only
placed on the market in 2008, afier
14 months in mainly French oak
barrels, "Bobal is an intense variety. It
needs time in the wood to gain
balance, lo grow and develop its
aromas, to become well-rounded."
Their second Bobal will be on the
markel in late 2009, in ihis case after
2 1/2 years of aging in exclusively
French barrels. Luis considers Bobal
to be a promising variety but insists
thai the vines need to be carefully
tended. "Over 3.5 kg (7.7 lb) per
stock is just 100 much."
Not only does Luis have to tend his
vittes but he also has to keep a careful
watch on the soil in his vineyards.
"We found the remains of an ancient
Ibcruiii settlement in the middle of
one of our vineyards, and practically
half of the contents of Requena
.Museum are from here." Mention
should also be made of the cultural
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importance of wine in this area.
Asuncion Marlinez Vallc, the dynamic
municipal architect of Recjuena, has
been studying the archaeological
remains associated with local wine
production. At Pilillas, there are six
vvine presses carved out of rock for
treading grapes, dating from the
Iberian period in the 5" century BC.
The potter's wheel found at Casillas
del Cura. close to Pilillas, is believed
to have been used to make the
amphorae used for fermenting the
must produced at Pilillas These
archeological sites, logeiher wilh
other local remains, form part of ihc
prcijeci entitled "The historical and
culiural urban landscape of Requena;
2,500 years of wine production",
which aims to obtain UNESCO
recognition for the area as Heriiage of
Mankind in the Cultural Landscape
category. This project can be expected
to increase interest in the DO UticlRequena Wine Route, set up by a
number of wineries logether with
local restauranis, the main one being
El Carro de Uriel, and offering a
firsthand taste of local wine history,
especially in the town of Requena,
.And from one attraction to the next, I
head to the wonderful Hoces de
Cabriel Natural Park. From there, I
crossed into another Spanish
designation also growing mainly
Bobal, the DO Manchuela, in the
provinces of Cuenca and Albacete.
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Recent private
initiatives
Before leaving Valencia, I stopped off at
Cuevas de Utiel, the area covered by
Vinos dc la Tierra El Tcrrerazo or, in
other words. Bodegas Mustlguillo, This
is a 300-ha (741 acres) estate. The
grapes used to produce Quincha Corral
and Finca rerrerazo grow on 120 ha
(295 acres). The former is the upmarket
label, a Bobal monovarietal. and the
latter a blend of 70% Bobal, 25%
rempranillo and 5% CLabeniet
Sauvignon. The winery's third wine,
Mesiizaje, contains 60% Bobal, and the
remainder is Cabernet Sauvignon,
Syrah, Tempranillo and Gamacha in
difierent percentages as required for
each vintage Ocnologist Toni Sambn
did not grow uj) in the wine business
but, rather, in a family that owTied a
large construction company In 1997,
he decided to leave the famil)- business
to leam aboul vvine production and
produce vvine from grapes that
previously were sold to other local
wineries. From the stan. his main
interest vvas the IcKal variety. His work
in the vineyard is now responsible for
some very personal wines that are
reaping rewards in markets such as
Switzerland, the UK and the US. He
considers it essential to carefully plan
harv^esting because some vineyards
produce grapes that maiure differently,
even on the same bunch. "It's imponani
to keep track of what's happening in the

vineyard to ensure that the bunches are
as small and loose as possible." I Ic
explains that m the oldest vineyards
(the ones that produce the grapes for
Quincha Corral and Finca Temerazo),
they used to mark each plant with
building site tape using a color code to
indicate the degree of ripening in
preparation for harvx'si. His most
special vineyard dates from 1909 and
was featured in a study carried out by
the Valencia Wine Chair with Richard
Smart to identify wood for the purpose
of selecting ideal clones lor quality
vines. They now know more about their
vnney ards. so colored i.tpe is no longer
needed to mark out the separate
harvesting are:ts. The harvested grapes
are vmificd and aged separaiely, even if
ihey come from the same plot. Then
blending takes place gradually in the
wooden vats used for femientation,
because they do not have large tanks for
the final mixing. The purpose of all this
becomes clear when Tom invites me to
laslc the wines; they offer all the
stmcture and power of Mediterranean
wines, with the elegant freshness that is
the trademark of Bobal grapes
The DO Manchucla is home to another
winery belonging to something of an
"outsider" m wine production. This is
the project set up by Victor dc la Serna
al Finca Sandoval. But Victor is not a
real outsider. He was born locally and
is one of Spain's leading wine and food
writers. His knowledge is combined
with the experience of ocnologist

/
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Rafael Orozco, a great champion of the
Bobal vaiiety. Victor acknowledges that
at the start he was not totally
convinced about the virtues of this
variety but they vveni ahead anyway,
and in 2006 produced the first vvine
vvith Bobal from a 5-ha (12 acres)
V ineyard planted by Orozco's
grandfather in 1939. Victor now
considers Bobal lo be of special
interest if planted at an altitude of 700
m (2,296 ft) or higher, and he agrees
that the older vines are best because
their yield is more regular, "They give
very good black grapes with plenty of
aromaiic strength and can lead lo
lively wines with less warmth than
Gamacha or Monasirell." He considers
that since this wine develops slowly, it
works best when blended vvith other
varieiies. Finca Sandoval produces no
Bobal monovarietals, but Bobal can be
found in all their wines. The most
representative example is Signo, made
from 90% Bobal vvith 10% SyTah to
give added silkiness and round off the
Bobal tannins. The main task ahead, in
his opinion, is to carry out research
and single out good-quality old stock.
This is precisely the goal set by the DO
Manchuela together with the Vine and
Wine Institute of Casiile-La Mancha
(IVICAM) vvhich. in June 2009, set up
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new joint projecis to characterize and
dilTerentiate the Bobal wines, carrying
out clonal .selection to improve slocks.
There are certainly sulticieni vineyards
in Lii Manchuela to provide the raw
materials needed for this siudy
Altogether there are 70,000 ha
(172,974 acres) under Bobal, although
only 2,000 (4,942 acres) of them are
attached to the DO along vviih other
white (Albilla, MacalK-o, Chardonnay
Sauvignon Blanc and Verdejo) and red
varieiies ( rempranillo, Syrah, Cabemel
Sauvignon, Garnacha, Merlol, Monsirell
and Moravia Dulcc). The wineries in
this part of Spain are iraditionally bulk
producers, and most of them maintain
this activity, pioviding an outlet for the
many vineyards not covered by the DO.
But at the DO Manchuela, there is now
increasing concem for a variely that is
attracting grovving interest in foreign
countries because of the greater apf>eal
of native varieties. Even the large
cooperatives, which tend to be more
reluctant to change, are now focusing
on Bobal in its own nghl and have
decided to enter the DO vvith quality
bottled wines. One example is the San
.Antonio Abad Cooperative in the town
of Villamalea (.Albacete. central Spain),
vvhich h.TS 800 members and luindlcs
25 million tons every liarvest. The first

steps they took were to identify old
vineyards under the leadership of their
field adviser and, in 2001, they
esiabli.shed quality parameters lor
alcohol content, colon pH and grape
health. In 2008 ihey went a step further
by giv ing priority to grapes from cenain
selected vineyards So far, for bottled
DO Bobal, they only produce a rose.
.Altos del Cabriel. which in 2009 won
them a gold mctLtl at \inalies
Inlemaiionales in Paris. The other
coofwrative in Villamalea, Viiivinos, is
much smaller, vvith only aboul 50
members who bring in grajX'S from
vase-shaped v ines planted over 30 years
ago. With careful selection of harvests
and close monitoring of parcels as soon
as new shoots start to appear, they have
been able to produce wines such as
Azua Bobal Viiias Vicjas, a red vvhich
won a silver medal for the 2003 vintage
at the 2007 World Brussels
Competition,

Balanced vineyards
Bui the most interesting work being
done on Bobal in La Manchucla is in
small private wineries, all of vvhich
started oul when a grower, hav ing seen
generations of his family selling their
grapes to third parties, decided to start
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producing his own wine Irom a plant
with vvhich they were very- familiar
This was the case vviih Pagos de
Famiiia 'Vega Tolosa, SA, a winery that
staned out in 1998 with bulk products
vvhich il continues producing, bringing
oul its first honied vvine in 2001, But it
was only in 2007 thai they placed their
first 100% Bobal wine on the market.
"I went to a trade fair in London and
the retailer asked me for something
special, something out of the ordinar)' "
Juan Miguel Tolosa thought of ihe old
Bobal viney-ards planted by his family
and produced Vega Tolosa Bobal Viiias
Viejas, now his premium wine that he
exports throughout Europe and the
US. Juan Miguel never misses an
opportunity. "Not long ago, 1 was
called in lo pull up an old vineyard
because I have a tractor I could use for
the job. But when I saw 80-year-old
v ines, I decided instead that I w ould
rem the vineyard from ihe owner." He
shows me round this vineyard proudly
and explains that it will allow him to
produce larger quantities of Vinas
Viejas. Juan Miguel never stops
thinking about his market. At present
he is working on his winery's websiie
so that consumers can see a picture of
the vineyard that produced the bottle
they are drinking, follow ing the
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For years, the wine sector has been
studying the antioxidant properties ol
grape polyphenols in wines,
Resveratrol has attracted the most
interest, vAlU advanced research
being conducted in the US, France,
Italy and, ol course. Spain. "Basically,
resveratrol is just one ol the plant's
defenses against a fungus," says
Felix Cuartero. This professor of
oenology (who retired from the
Requena Wine School, where he
worked for 30 years offering
guidance to most ot Ihe oenologists
mentioned in this article) made a
decision three years ago to join
forces with fwe other local partners to
set up Vina Bobal, producing natural
grape juices and canned grape llesh.
Together with Placido Navas from the
University of Seville, they discovered
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that Bobal has a high level of resveratrol,
more than Pinot Noir or Cabernei
Sauvignon. Also, Felix was very concerned
about the many vineyards Ihat were being
uprooted in the area ("il could lead to
desertification aid have devastating social
effects") and decided to use the antioxidant
properties of Bobal in other prcxlucts, not
just wine, "It is not a medicine," says F6lix,
pointing to Bobalin, a natural grape juice
obtained from ripe grapes using non-violeni
methods. "It's pleasant to drink, it's a perfect
dietary complement and it's good for you.'
It is 100% concentrated juice, with no
preservatives, as the antioxidant tannins in
the juice preserve it for up to two years.
The other product is red grape flesh, also
made from Bobal grape juice but thickened
with agar agar (a seaweed) so il gives you
the natural antioxidants of the juice plus the
trace elements Irom the seaweed, Felix
gives me some to try and convinces rne. II
makes a perfect jam substitute (to
accompany foie gras, cheese or toast) but
without any added sugar.
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IVICAM-certified traceability number
that figures on the label. As regards the
current market situation, he is
optimistic. "In the fu ture, the market
wi ll call for native varieties at
affordable prices. The next three yea rs
might be tough, but then the future
should be very promising. "
The case of Bodegas Ponce is more
recent. Juan Antonio Ponce is a young
oenologist who worked in different
parts of Spain in the shadow of one of
Spain's best-known wine consultants
and oenologists, then decided to return
LO his roots and work on the Bobal
vineyards planted by his grandfather
He created his own winery in 2005.
Juan Anton io has gone a step further,
keeping up with the times by working
biodynamically on his vines and wi nes
(What is biodynamics:>, page 48) ,
aiming to achieve natural equi librium
between plant and soil , grape and wine .
Unlike other viticulturalists, he does not
find it difficult to wo rk \vith Bobal and
produce quality wines. "The main
problem," he says, refe rring to Bobal
vvines, "is that vines have been
encouraged to give a high yield. I think
a variety that has always been in its
local area gives good resu lts. What is
especially difficult is LO get a vineyard
that gives a fruity, fresh wine vJi.thout
rusticity and green tannins. " This is
only possible by achieving equilibrium,
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DO Ribera del Guadiana
DO Ribera del JUcar
DO Manchuela
DO Utiel- Requena
DO Valencia
DO Alicante

a word that comes up repeatedly in ou r
conversation. He currently has 18
different vineyards, some inherited from
his family, others purchased ove r the
years, and some rented, which he
controls at every level. From these 18
vineyards, in 2008 he produced 18
different wines in an effort LO express in
each of them the specific characteristics
of their terroir, because Juan Antonio
believes the soil where the \'ine grows is
almost more important than the age of
the plants ... although his you ngest
vineyard is 30 yea rs old. In the end , five
\vines we re placed on the market, from
Clos Lojen , a fruity, simple blend from
different parcels, LO \vines that come
from a single vineya rd such as PF, from
ungrafted vines, or Estrecha , a very
interesting Bobal from the vineyard of
the same name, a wine with mineral
LOuches from the soil that give it a very
attractive complexity When asked
about the future of Bobal, Juan Antonio
is certain: "The market likes LO see
something different and unusual," and
Bobal meets that demand.

Almudena Martin. Rueda was in charge
of export pmmotion for a Spanish wine
Designation of Origin for seven years and,
for the lasl lwo years, has been an editorial
coordinator al Spain GourmeLOur.
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www.artafterscience.com
(English) During 2008, Canadian
artist Zev Robinson filmed a
documentary, "La bobal and other
stories about wine", in which he
traces the grapes from the vineyard
to a UK winestore. Interviews with
growers, winemakers, specialists
and retailers in Spain and the UK
give a thorough overview of the
sector and the Bobal variety in the
DO Utiel-Requena.
www.utielrequena.org
(English, Spanish) The website for
the DO Utiel-Requena Regulatory
Council.
www.rutavi no.com
(English, Spanish). Page of the
Utiel-Requena Wine Route with
information on history,
accommodation, restaurants and
local tourist facil ities. It also offers
the possibility of requesting a
customized route or ordering a bus
and a guide for groups.
www.do-manchuela.com
(Spanish) Website for the DO
Manchuela Regulatory Council
www.bodegamustiguillo.es
(English , German, Spanish) Website
of Vinos de la Tierra El Terrerazo

BIO
DYNAM
ICS
Text
Patricia
LangioiV©ICEX

Plioios
Pablo
Neu.stadt/©lCnX

llUisiraiions
Javier Olivares

often inspired by their winemaking experiences and
colleagues in France, and recognizing the need to work
in harmony with nature, some of the most talented
contemporary Spanish winemakers are turning to
hiod)Tiamics. Here we look at the reasons why ihey are
taking this alternative approach to viticulture and
vnnemaking, the challenges that it presents and why
they generally choose keep their practice under wTaps.

If you haveni visited a fully
biodynamic vineyard, you can expect
to see a few aspects that make it quite
different from a conventional one. A
biodynamic vineyard is likely to be far
more colorful in lemis of vegetation
and animals. There are plenty of
hedges, buslic.-: and wild flowers to
encourage insects and birds to make
their homes in ihe vineyard. Hens are
scuttling about and a few cows are
happily grazing nearby There are also
a few manual ploughs and there's no
sign of mechanized machinery.
Nothing strange so far, this vineyard
seems a bit like a fami wiih mixed
agricultural acUvLties, just as it could
have been over 100 years ago. Then
you spot something a bit weird
hanging from a treetop, and the
v i : i t ' \ : ; i \ l I I \ \ :K I li I U VO-; T M I
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Slag's bladder filled with yarrow. He
also tells you thai he lills a cow horn
w iih manure and buries it in the soil
during winter These and other natural
preparations are fined up in Hessian
sacks inside the bodega and used as
vineyard ireaimenis at difTerent times
of the year. There are no traces ol
synthetic fertilizers or pesticides here;
this is a way of working in complete
harmony wilh the forces of naiure.

The biodynamic
movement in Spain
It is certainly quiet, and it couldn't be
described as a revolution, but there is a
small hut passionate band of producers
in Spain who are making serious wines
and happen lo use biodynaniic
ineihodology. Who are diey and why
are they taking this route?
IP find out who is doing what you
need to ask a few questions; official
lists of biodynamic wine producers
don'i exist in the way that lists of
organic wine producers do. It's a case
of infilirating the biodynamic network.
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asking for names and encouraging
people 10 talk.
In Spain, biodyTiamics is slill in its
infancy. Many of the big names who
practicebiodynamics-including
Ricardo Perez Palacios, Peter Sisseck
(Spain Courmetour No. 68) and
Bertrand Sourdais-don\ draw^
attention lo ihe fact, at least noL on
their wine labels. They don't use It as
a marketing tool, and indeed many
reputable biodynamic producers are
wary of the negative connoiaiions of
witchcraft and strange ancient
practices thai can be associated wiih
the field or the risk of simply balTling
the consumer with its complexity. I'll
return to Perez Palacio.s, •••i-.-.ri -. .-.n I
Sourdais shortly
Let's start by taking a look at Emilio
Valerio, a DO Navarra (northern
Spain) producer hcided up by the
man of the same name ihat has
launched lis first biodynamic wine:
Vinas de Amburza. Taking a different
approach to the one described above,
this new wine appears wilh the
noihing-lo-hide description viiiu
biodinamico clearly displayed on the
front label in a bold attempt to create
a markel for quality wines based on
biodynamic principles.
Vinas de Amburza, which debuts with

the 2005 vintage, is a very
approachable blend of Garnacha,
Graciano, Cabernet Sauvignon and
Merlot (this mix is expected to vary
from vintage to vintage). U is ihc
culmiTiaiion of a projeci which started
a decade ago to produce wine and
olive oil. Over 50 small parcels of
vines arc now under biodynamic
cultivation to serve the biodymamic
\-enture around the town of Dicastillo
(Tierra Estella, a tourist hoispoi in
souihvvesiem Navarre),
As Emilio explains, the conversion to
a Comprehensive biodynaraic way of
working and the return to a more
iradilional fomi of vine growing at
their Laderas de Moniejurra vineyards
was gradual. "Firstly and most
importantly you have to ado pi a
biodynamic philosophy, and this
covers many aspects: defining the
vineyard area, the nbjeciives, the
relationship wilh the environment and
the people who work the land, the link
with our culture and our agricultural
traditions... We started vvith this
philosophy and then we gradually
introduced biodyTiamic practices such
as the reinvigoraiion of .soils with
compost, first from sheep and now
from cattle. We also encouraged
insects such as bees and dragonflies
and increased cover crops and other
forms of vegetation, and we started to
make preparaiions-yes, we bury the
horns-and follow the cycles of the
moon and the planets. Most
importantly, we started to observe our
vineyards and olive groves more
closely and leam from our
experiences."
Interestingly, Emilio does not see
biodynamics as an extension of
organics, "Culturally and
philosophically it's a completely
different proposition," he says, but
adds that "a biodymamic wine should
always be organic." (Vinas de Amburza

4 V'.-\
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carries organic certificalion from
CPAEN. Conscjo de la Produccian
.Agraria Ecoldgica de Navaira).
Isn't this a challenging way to make
and sell wine? Can biodynamic wines
be profitable in his view? He says: "The
challenge is to make biodynamic wines
the most respected in the niarket and
establish a following of consumers dial
only drink these wines... It's not
proiiiable in the more commercial
sense of the term, but it can be
profitable for a small vvine business."
He concludes; "Navarre has a good
climate for biodynamics and for us il's
not a problem if our harvest is small;
when there is a loi of ram our vines are
more resistant to disease. The biggest
challenge is coping with 'fmit days'
(What is hiodymamics?, page 48), but
vve have to be strong, and as vve have
many differeni parcels of vines that
isn't really a problem."
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Careful analysis
before taking
the plunge
Both the organic and biodynamic
schools of thinking reject the use of
pesticides and work in hannony vvith
nature; its not unusual to find \h;\i
serious advocates of organics are
dipping a toe in the water with
hiodynamics. With this in mind, and
having lasted some of their
ctmsistenily good wines lately, I got in
touch with Albet i Noya of DO
Penedes (Caialonia, northeast Spain),
one of the best-known producers of
org.inic still wines and cavas.
Technical director Josep Maria Albel i
Noya proved lo be rather elusive
initially, but I eventually tracked him
down and found that yes, something
of interest related to biodynamics is
going on at this sizeable estaie.

"Over the last three years we've been
doing some experimental work
comparing biodynamic with organic
vineyard management," he told me.
"We're using ihc nine basic
biodynamic preparations, and we're
also following the astral cycles for the
most important work: pruning,
harvesting, fenilizing, deleafing and
cukivaiing ihe soil. "
Josep Maria says that it's too early lo
come to any conclusions, but he
expects the difference between the two
methods to be minor when they make
their final assessment. He adds; "The
conversion period to an organic
v ineyard is at least three years and we
think that it is the same or even longer
from organic to biodynamic. Wt are
not thinking of seeking any fonn of
biodynamic certification in the future,
that's not our aim."
Does any aspect of biodynamics seem

unappealing to him? The cosi, for
example? "You have to look at the
financial cost and we believe that it's
significantly more expensive
(compared to organic), especially the
lime that it takes us to follow the
process and monitor procedures. You
could also view the more infiexible
trend of some biodynamic followers as
negative... The way that people have
adopted the beliefs of Rudolf Sieiner
(WTiat is biodynamics?, page 48) as
set-in-stone rtiles that can't be
questioned, transforming biodynamics
into a way of life or dogma very similar
to a sect or religion, 1 don't want
anything to do vviih that kind of
extreme view."
Albet i Noya believes that biodynamics
has to be made more relevant to the
vvorid of today: "I think that
biodynamics needs to be reinterpreted
as theologians do with religion to

adapt It to reality, cunent intellectual
thinking and scientific knovvledge.
Given that 80% of Albet i Noya's wines
are sold abroad and in view of their
valuable international status, il's noi
surprising that the producer is moving
caul iously; a departure towards
biodyiiamics could be perceived lo be
radical or complex by some, but watch
this space.
Those operating on a smaller scale are
often keen lo incorporate
biodynamics, convinced by the greater
personality that it brings. At Bodegas
Jimenez-Landi, a young but fa.si-rising
star in DO Mentrida.Jose Benavides
Jimenez-Landi and Daniel Gomez
Jimenez-Landi give great imponance
to producing fine Garnacha-bascd
wines made with respect for the
environment and tradition.
This al-so increasingly means working
along biodynamic lines: indeed four

out of six of the i^ines made by this
producer come from vineyards where
biodynamic practices are used,
including the excelleni Pielago and El
Revenlfin wines, which are made from
old Gamacha vines. I learned this afier
I'd tasied the wines and decided that
they were particularly impressive v. iih
their elegant fuiit character, freshness
and perfectly-balanced oak,
VVinemaker Daniel Gomez Jimenezbmdi is clearly skillfully working with
some gocid fruit, and the soils and
altitude (700-850 m / 2,296-2,788 fi
for the vineyards sening the two wines
mendoned) must be positive
influencing factors as well, but he's
also convinced by biodynamics.
He says: "Vv'e started to work with
biodyTiamics in a small area of
vineyard in 2006. By 2007, most of the
vineyards were worked this way and
now we try to use biodynamics
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Hodynamic agriculture stems from the
theories and teachings of the Austrian
philosopher and scientist Rudolf Sterner
[1861 -1925) and particularty the lectures that
he gave in 1924 titled "Spiritual Foundations
for the Renewal of Agriculture". However
Frenchman Nicolas Jdy's role in promoting
the biodynamic cause in viticulture and
winemaking probably has far more relevance
today Indeed biodynamic thinking across the
wine world is largely influenced by
biodynamic producers in the well-known
French regions.
Joly has practiced bbdynamics at Coutee de
Serrant (Savannieres. Loire) since the earty
1980s after he saw the negative impact of
the use of chemical treatments at the estate
and decided on a radical departure.
The wines from Coulee de Serrant are highly
regarded, but Joly himself is also well known
as an energetic and determined proponent of
biodynamics throughout the worid. In 2001
he fotjnded Renaissance des Appellations,
an association v;ith 148 members in 13
countries, which aims to promote authentic
wines that reflect their vineyard ongin and
respect the environment. Its members,
including eight from Spain, are organic or
bKxJynamic producers who share its
philosophy (www.tjodynamycom),
Biodynamic producers tend to adapt
biodynamic practices to their vineyard and
according lo ther region and grapes. Not
many go as far as burying the cow horn but
other aspects are ccxnmonly used. They
include the preparation and use of nine
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biodynamic treatments which are
applied according to the biodynamic
calendar and lunar cycles (the most
notable difference between
biodynamics and crganlcs), managing
vineyard work such as pruning and
hao/esting according to the same
calendar and using natural yeasts in
winemaking. Below are three of the
most common biodynamic
preparations:
Cow manure fermented in a cow
horn, diluted and sprayed on the soil,
(known as number 500)
Flower heads of chamomile,
apiplied to compost, (known as
number 5031
- Tea prepared from Equisetum
(horsetail plant), diluted and used as a
spray to counter fungal diseases,
(known as number 508)
tlnese preparations, among others,
are used in place of herbicides and
pesticides to comect imbalances in
the vine, build up natural resistance
and enhance the organic matter in the
soil. (Copper and sulfur are used in
biodynamics).

throughout our vineyards using all our
own treatments. It's the best way to get
a sense of terioir and great C|ualiiy. . a
wine must reflect the vineyard that it
comes from."
He sees a growing biodynamic
movement in Spain; "Young people
and smaller producers have a differeni
point of view," he says.

Biodynamics in
El Bierzo
The best known advocate of
biodviiamics in Spain is Ricardo Perez
Palacios, a younger member of the
Palacios winemaking dynasty Together
with his uncle, ,-\lvaro Palacios (S/Min
Gourmctour No. 62), he has played a
major role in getting F.I Bierzo noticed
for fine red wnnes made from the
Mencia grape. Their joint venture,
Descendienies de J. Palacios, in DO
Bierzo (Castile-Leon, northern Spain),
is one of the few Spanish bodegas to
adopt biodyamics so wholeheartedly
Descendientes de J. Palacios is named
aficr the lather of Alvaro and

Monccrbal

grandfather of Ricardo-Pepc (j.
Palacios)-who, as Ricardo explains,
inspired in him a passion for naiure al
an early stage and inggercd his "green
tendency". This continued when he
went to study oenology in Bordeaux,
where he mei many winemakers,
including Bertrand Sourdais (now at
l^ominio de Atauta, DO Ribcra del
Duero, in Casiile-Leon, northern
Spain) who have followed the
"alternative" viticulture route across
the French regions.
Later Ricardo met Nicolas Joly and,
although he does not describe him as
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his main inlluence, he highly respects
the French champion of biodynamics.
describing him as un gran sefior.
Ricardo PerCz Palacios has translated
Nicolas Joly's book, Le vin du del a la
lerre, into Spanish. The Spanish
version is titled £l v imi del cielo a la
tierra and the English translation is
called Wine /roin Sky to Earth.
Returning to the El Bicrzo estate, wines
Villa de Corullon. San Martin, Foniel.is,
Moncerbal, Las Lamas and La Faraona
are all biodynamic and they sell at the
high end of ihe markei (39-104 euros).
The exception is Petalos de Bierzo,

which IS produced from some grapes
liom the estate but mostly grapes
bought from growers, the majority of
them organic grape growers.
Ricardo is happy to explain how he
works from the vineyardrightthrough
the vinihcation process and why he
works how he does. Biodynaniics
helps him to work in a traditional way
a natural vvay.
Biodynamic practices have gradually
been introduced at the 45-ha (111
acres) estate (30 ha / 74 acres of
vineyards split into roughly 200
parcels of long-established vineyards)

BIODYNAMIC;

since 1999. The steep sloping
vineyards arc worked with mules and
horses and the landscape is dotted
with fruit trees (fruil juices arc also
produced and sold locally) and there's
a small vegetable garden.
But, he adds: "All this doesn't mean
anything and it doesn't make the wine
good vvithoui the heritage and
tradiiion that we've found in the
agricultural landscape of El Bierzo; old
vines in a good location, good soils
and the delicate Mencia grape.
Biodynamics (alone) is not giving us
good wine.... There are so many other
elements, and one of the most
important is to work the land in the
traditional w-ay,"
Ricardo does not believe that
biodynamics is vvell-undersiood in
Spain or elsewhere. As he says: "Many
people lalk about biodynamics in a
very rela.xed manner. It's not just
pruning with the moon." He also sees
a lack of experience in the w ine
industry "Some vvinemakcrs intervene
100 much and some not enough."
In the bodega he works with minimal
mier^-ention-no additives, no pumps
or punching down and only natural

gravity The wines are also made
similar to the traditional ways of the
locals from Corull6n, vvhich includes
fermenting whole bunches and stirring
ihe juice daily
"Steiner didn't say anything specific
aboul making wine; in fact, he was
abstemious, like nearly all his
followers. In both ihe vineyard and the
bodega 1 ir)- to take the best from each
school and adapt it to my estate... We
try to do the best that we can without
Ignoring progress and modem science,
but making them work vvith tradition,
qualily, health and well-being."
Over in neighboring DO N'aldcorras
(Galicia, northwest Spain), another
member of the family, Rafael Palacios,
is more hesitant about
biodynamics-whai seems to work well
for ihe red wines of Mencia may not be
ideal for white wines made from
Godello (Spain Gourmclour No, 76) in
this region, not yet at least,
l^afael says that he is introducing
biodynamic methods but he expects
the process to take at least anoiher two
years for the vines to recover their
natural defenses.
He is clearly moving cautiously

tiodeflo is particularly sensitive to
oidium. vvhich has to be factored in,
and he's somewhat reluctant to
associate his bodega closely with "new
wave" biodynamic producers who, in
his vievv, don't always offer good
wines. With his reputation for wnnes
As Sortes and Louro do Bolo steadily
growing, this is understandable.

Tempranillo keeps
a low profile
So far the Tempianillo grape hasn't
really come under the spotlight as we
explore the subject of biodyn,amics
across Spain's regions. Hovvever. there
are a few notable producers in DO
Ribera del Duero who are practicing
biodynamics; it seems strange that
more haven't followed suit.
Winemaker Peter Sisseck has worked
organically from ihe outset and
"actively" vvith biodynamic practices
since 2000 at Dominio de Pingus lor
his top vvine. Pingus. The vnneyards
serving Flor de Pingus are now also
under biodynamic vnticulture.
" I believe that biodynamics favors our
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wines very much," he says.
Unlil now Peter hasn t drawn attention
to this aspect of his wines, but the
bodega seems to be taking a more
open approach, having joined the
Renai,ssance des Appellations
association (What is biodynamics?,
page 48),
In 2001 anoiher highly-regarded
producer Dominio de .^tauia, adopted
biodynamic practices following the
amval of Bordeaux-trained winemaker
Ben rand Sourdais. Like Ricardo Perez
Palacios in El Bierzo, Bcrirand sees
biodynamics as a way to respect the
environmeni and fully express ihe
lerroir of a vineyard without rejecting
modernity. As he says: ""For me,
biodynamics is the way to sirengthen
the personality and identity of a wine,
liut it can never replace the skill of ihe
VVinemaker to make great wines,"
Perhaps surprisingly, given the stature
of DOCa Rioja (northern Spain) in the
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wine vvorid, biodynamic wine
producers are as yet few and far
beiween in the region and the price of
vineyards can make ii hard for the
younger generation to gain a foothold
here and do something that involves a
dilfereni approach,
Olivier Riviere is a French winemaker
who started his career in Burgundy
working for estates including Domaine
Leroy; which gave him experience in
working vvith organic and biodynaimc
vineyards. .-Xftcr coming to Spain to
work with Telmo Rodriguez (Sf^ciiii
Gouimcioiii No. 61), in 2006 he
started his own consultancy business
based in Rioja,
Olivier is convinced that biodynainics
is "a tool to make a better wine". He
believes thai a vineyard responds
differently afier four or five years
under biodynamic management and
that the vines offer grapes vvith
stronger character.

He adds; " You gel real lerroir and
(biodynamic) wines have their own
character even if they are not perfcci. 1
taste a lot of perfect wine and ii can be
boring. There are too many uniform
wines, especially modem
Tempranillos. In Rioja people
used to know vvhich v illage a wine
came from."
Olivier is heading to DO Arlanza
(Castile-Leon, northern Spain) to
pursue a biodynaniic wine projeci.
having acquired a vineyard there Rioja
proved problematic for what he
wanted to do as growers there have yet
to go down the biodynamic route in a
vvay seen in other Spanish regions;
there is more enthusiasm for organic
viticulture in the region.
Meanvvhile he's doing a fine job vvith
wines for producers including Bodegas
Lacus. a young DOCa Rioja producer
at .Aldcanueva de Ebro in the Rioja
B.ija, which produces wine vvith great

consideration for the environmeni.
There is one winemaker of note who
practices biodynamics in Rioja: Telmo
Rodriguez. His Rioja vineyards are
located in the Lanciego area of Rioja
and he takes a similar .approach to
viticulture in many other regions
of Spain.
Telmo's interest for biodynamics vvas
sparked by whal he saw and learned
in France in the early 1990s. vvhich
included meeting Nicolas Joly Back
in Spain al his family's bodega.
Remelluri, he saw a need to wx)rk
closer vvith the vineyards; he fell that
something had been lost. He
embraced organics and finally
biodynamics when he started to
develop his own vineyards in 2000.
Today he has 16 ha (39 acres) under
biodynamic management serving his
lop Rioja vvine, .Altos de Lanzaga
(100% biodynamic), and his second
wine, Lanzaga, vvhich is produced

from around 60% of biodynamicallygrovvn grapes. The Rioja plots leal ure
old iradilional bush vines, the style of
vineyard that Telmo finds most
inieresiing for his entire portfolio.
"My approach isn't very intellectual
and the challenge wasn't to produce
biody-namic wines. 1 believe that vve
need to be working as naturally as
possible... Great viticulture for great
wines. Biodyamics isn't complicated; I
try- to see it in a simple w^ay."
Like many other promineni Spanish
winemakers, Telmo doesn't use
biodyTiamics (or organics) as a
marketing angle and he's lukewarm
about official stamps.
.Are attitudes changing in Rioja? He
believes that many of Rioja's growers
are not very outward-looking in their
mentalily-a possible reason why
biodynamics is slow to develop in the
region. Hovvever, he also sees more
wines coming from smaller growers

and vineyards, "People with a few
acres will produce the best wines in
the future... Rioja is changing."
Biodynainics may not be the choice for
a large number of Spanish producers,
especially those working on a large
scale. However, in the wider context of
respecting the environment and using
vineyard processes thai are as close to
nature as possible, it seems to be
having a positive innuence. And if
biodynamics contributes to a wine's
quality and personality, then that's a
big bonus.
Pcuricia l.angton ts a jicchince
jminict/ist specializing in wine, wine
lourism and gasironomy. Her work has
appeared in a number of publications
including Decanter. The Guardian,
easyjet Inflight Magazine. The Drinks
Business, Har|x-rs Wine & Spirit and
Off Licence News. She has lived and
worked in Spidn and visits regiilarly.
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MENU
DAY
of the

A Very Spanish Institution

In an effort lo offer something more than sun, sea anci sand to Spain's ever-increasing
number of tourists, the Franco government of 1965 or<dered every restaurant in
the land to offer a Menii Twistico: three courses, something to drink, and coffee to
finish, for a price a good deal less than if the dishes had been ordered individually,
a la carte. The Menu Turlstico vvas immediately as popular with the Spanish as it
was with the tourists and quickly became known as the Menu del Dia. And now,
45 years on and with a reported 63% of working Spaniards sitting down to it every
weekday, it remains in favor and has become a ver)- Spanish institution.
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On every day of the working week at
around about twelve noon, a justchalked blacklxiard will appear
outside pretty much every" old-style
neighborhood taberna. strip-lit comedor
(literally, dining room), cafeteria, and
all but the very grandest of restaurants
in Spain,
Each of them will announce four or
five /iriiiuTii.s plalos (first courses):
perhaps pi.sto (a type of rataiouille),
lentejas (lentils stewed with off-cuts of
ham, knob ends of cured sausage,
stray bone-vvhaiever's to hand),
salmorejo (the famous bread-thickened
Cordobese tomato soup), ensalada
mlyta (the typical Spanish salad vviih
lettuce, onion, olives and oficn tuna),
and arroz negro (nee made black with
squid ink).
Then there will be about the same
number of segundos (main courses);
fabada (Asiurian white beans with
what the .'\sturians call compan^o: a
selection of pork bits and cuts such as
ear, tail, smoked ham and bacon), a
steak and a freshfishof the day
cooked simply, a la plancha (on the flat
griddle), and perhaps bacalao (salt
cod), which in nonhwesterly Catalonia
might typically be baked a la llauna
("on the tin") vvith tomaio, onion,
pimcnion (a type of paprika from
Spain) and white wine.

The bottom of the blackboard gives
the price (9.50 euros was the more
than reasonable national average as of
October 2008) vvhich, in addition to
the primero and scgundo, includes
pan, bebida, postrey cafe (bread, a
drink, dessert and coffee), being the
time-honored norm. Dessert is always
a simple, routine affair with yogurt,
orange juice, fruii of the day and that
greai favorite, flan (caramel custard),
ofien sufficing.
This, as the top of the blackboard
boldly states, is the .Vlenu del Dia
(Menu of the Day), an authentic
Spanish tradition.

Support your local
market
The Menu del Dia came into being on
March 17" 1965. Spain was
e.xpenencing an industrial upsurge
that, for a period, gave it one of the
highest economic growth rates in the
vvorid. Contnbuiing hugely to this was
the construction industry, much of
which w^as centered on the
Mediierranean coast and aimed at
attracting tourists and their allimportant cash. As an extra incentive
to the sun, sea and sand. Franco's
Ministry of Information and Tourism,
at that time under the direction of the

now veteran senator for Galicia,
Manuel Fraga, came up vvith the idea
of the Menu Turisrico. This consisted of
a firsi course, a main course, dessert,
something to drink .and bread. Every
restaurant in Spain, however humble
or grand, was obliged to offer it and
each dish included in it had to come
from the restaurant's usual a la carte
menu. The price was not to exceed
80% of what the dishes would have
cost had they been ordered
individually.
The original 1965 documents relating
to the introduction of the Menu
Turistico also implicitly suggest that
restaurateurs make good use of Spain's
daily food markets. At that lime, and
as they are now, many restaurants were
family-owned and run, and whal
appeared on the Menu was what was
fresh and available for a good price at
the local markel that morning. The
Menu Turistico soon gained a
reputation as the best option for good,
local, seasonal produce and traditional
dishes. And from the areas of Spain
where tourists were yet to venture to
the most inland and northwesterly
parts of the country, the concepi
became hugely popular vvith the
Spanish and commonly known as the
Menu del Dia.
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Tourism arrives
in Spain
By 1960, drought had forced so many
of the Liccupanis of the pretty village of
Mojdcar in the province of .Almeria on
the Mediterranean coast to emigrate
that the population had fallen fmm
8.000 at the turn of the century to
1,000. To go some vvay lovvards pay ing
for dielr passage, the villagers had
taken the fixtures and fillings of their
houses wilh iheni-doors, windowframes and wooden beams
included-and the village vvas, quite
literally falling apart. Its charismatic
mayor, Jacinto Alarcon, knew all too
well about the national drive to attract
tourists and outside investment in
general and had the bright idea of
giving away ruined houses and plots of
land on the condition that they were
redeveloped. He worked hard at
attracting a remarkably eclectic group
of people lo the village-thc renowned
Colombian concert pianist Enrique
.Arias and Michael (later Lord) .Adeane,
the private secretary to Queen
Elizabeth of England, amongst
them-in the knowledge thai they
would bring friends and family and
more investment vvith them.
And so it happened. PhiUip Adeane,
Michael's cousin, first visited Mojacar
in 1961 to invest in land on behalf of
the Costa Rica Railway Company, and
has maintained a house in Almeria
ever since. "There weren't many places
to eat then," he recalls, "There were
wonderful fish and vegetables, but
there was very little meal to buy except
pork, and a lot of English people used
to take bacon and sausages vvith them.
The other thing I remember from then
is that Franco made all the gas stations
stay open 24 hours a day. The Ix-si
restaurant was Rincon de Pepe, next to
the cathedral in Almeria. There were
delicious beans and legs of lamb al
horno (roast). The waiters were all
republicans and they adored working
in this excellent, old-fashioned
restaurani. In Mojacar, one ate at Hotel
Indalo.' The indalo is a slick figure of a

man holding an arc or, some say, a
rainbow in his outstretched arms,
which the women of Mojacar
traditionally paint on their doors to
keep away evil spirits. "The whole
thing was rather strange. It was a bit
like being in London at times: you'd
see people you recognized."

The Menu del Dia
arrives in Mojacar
He also clearly remembers the advent
of the Menu del Dia at Hotel Indalo. "It
was very good and cheap, 150 pesetas
(less than 1 euro), 1 think. There vvas a
salad, a couple of fish choices, meat,
maybe /i/ffc de cerdo (pork fillet), and
then peaches in synip and fresh fruii:
oranges, melon and bananas. Everyone
had to have a Menu del Dia in those
days. In winter there was always a
plato de cuchara (a hearty dish to be
eaten with a spoon): lentils, chickpeas
or beans with meat. In beller
restaurants, there was hucvos a la
cubana (Cuban-style fried eggs vvith
rice, tomato sauce and a fried banana)
and huevos a laflamenca (eggs, usually

baked, with diced, cured ham or
chorizo-a lype of cured red
sausage-and tomato sauce). And
there's always migas (bread soaked and
fried wilh pepper, chorizo and pork
belly) on the Menu in Almeria when
it's raining."
.And Mr. Adeane reinains a big fan of
the Menii to this day. "We're going
today to Bar Santa Maria in Almeria
where we will have the Menu del Dia;
salad, ham and eggs, bread, melon and
ice cream. It's about 9 euros. The
Menii del Dia has resisted inflation
amazingly; it has gone up in price less
than anything. 1 think its largely
because the restaurants buy local,
seasonal produce "
Hotel Indalo is still in Mojacar, but in
keeping with the requirements of the
majority of package tourists, now it
only offers a buffet libre (all you can
eat); the law that obliged restaurants to
offer a Menu del Dia disappeared with
Franco in 1975, But, as throughout
Spain, you still don't have to go far to
find one in Mojacar.
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Spain's favorite
traditional dishes
Homely, unfussy Rincon de Diego is
owned by Ramon Gea. "Everyone likes
the Menii del Dia." he says. "It's a way
10 eat Spain's favorite traditional
dishes. My customers, and I have 40 to
50 every day, are mainly Spanish, but I
also get a lot of Enghsh people and a
few French. The MenO is a complete,
economical meal. What's really
imporiani is the relationship between
quality and price. 1 buy my ingredients
every morning from the markel in
nearby Gartucha. 1 go every day to see
what's available."
Mr. Gea and his pairons are very lucky
to have Garrucha as their local market
town because It is a real, working
fishing town and famous nationwide
for its fish and shellfish, in particular
its notably sweet prawns. The boats go
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out at dawn and return later the same
day at 5 pm. Shortly after there's an
auction on the quay Eai fish for dinner
in Garrucha and the chances are that it
was caught and arrived just hours
before.
The MenOi del Dia at Rincon de Diego
the day this article was written (a
Wednesday in late May) is classic:
gazpacho (chilled vegetable soup),
salmorejo, macarrones (macaroni vvith
meat and tomato sauce), sopa dc
rruirisco (shellfish soup) and sopa
caslcUana (garlic soup with chorizo or
cured ham) to start. Then, a la
plancha, there are the meal choices:
lomo (pork fillet), polio (chicken),
bacon, chuleuis de cordero (lamb
cutlets), bisiec dc icrncra (steak),
sakhichas (sausages) and iumilnirgucsi?
(hamburger).
.And then, fresh from Garrucha, and
cooked eitlier a la plancha or baked in
the oven, there's the fish; dorada (sea

bream), bacaladillas (blue whiting, a
small fish from the cod family), sepia
(cuttlefish), calamares (squid) and
boqueroncs (fresh anchovies),
i'.'r.iic .L;^:^-^•;l ' H;iH-ii:n-. U' Ll !•:I^ O':
Spain's finest. There's mousse de
chocolate (chocolate mousse), naiillas
(custard), helado (ice cream), flan, and
pan de Galalrava (flan with bread, a
dish that was first produced by monks
ai the monaster)' at the village of
Calatrava in the neighboring region of
Murcia, in southeast Spain).
All of this is accompanied by a salad
and wine, beer or a sofi drink, and
finished with coffee. The price is an
incredible 9 euros.

Regional
specialities
Visit any region of Spain and you will
find a local speciality on the Menii del

Dia. In Madnd it's cocido, and it appears
on Tuesdays. Cocido is a slow-cooked,
one-pot stew that tiriginates from the
.Sephardic Jewish adafma (pot), the
meal that was pre-pre pa red for the
Sabbath; the name is the past perfect
tense of the Spanish verb cocer, to cook,
and simply means "cooked", When the
t.:hrislKin kings look control of Spain
from the Muslim Moors in the 15*
century, eating cocido, vviih the allimportant additicm of pork, became a
way of identifying yourself as a
Christian, Variants of the di.sh-the
piitlu ios of the Valencian coast and
.Andalusia, the escudcllas of
Catalonia-make cocido Spain's national
dish, as opposed to the very- common
but staunchly Valencian paella. Madrid's
cocido madrilcno is widely considered to
Ix- the classic of the order.
A good amount of chickpeas (I have a
fnend who uses one handful per

person and one for the pot), which
will be from Valseca (Segovia, in
central Spain) if you want the best, is
the pnncipal ingredient Then there
are the meats and the vegetables,
which must he cooked whole. Beef
shank, beef and ham bones, tocino (a
delicious, enriching fatly bacon),
chicken, chorizo, and morcilla (blood
sausage) will all normally appear,
along wilh a carrot, a leek, a potato
and a stalk of celery There's no garlic
and the only seasoning is salt. And
there's also a way to enjoy cocido; as
they do at the classic, old-style,
polished oak and tiled floor Casa
Manolo in Madrid's Salamanca district.

Cocido on
Tuesdays
In the lime-honored vvay, Casa
Manolo's cocido appears on its 15 euro

Vlenu del Dia every Tuesday No one
knows exactly why it has always
appeared on Tuesday's Menu, but a
widespread assumption is that it was
the perfect dish to shop for and
prepare on fish-free Mondays (fish vvas
not available on Mondays at the
central market), .As a pnmero, there
will be sopa dc cocido (cocido soup),
which is the broth in which a few
fidcos (small, crooked pieces of
spaghetti-like pasta) have been
cooked. And then, as a segundo, there
will be cocido, the meats and
vegetables. The traditional
accompaniment is a side dish of green
cabbage, cooked, quite probably, with
garlic, a touch of sherry vinegar and
pimenton. "The Menii is a great
tradition," says Casa Manolo's manager
Amonio Borrado. "Ctiilos (stew with
veal iripc), calamares, and rabo de (oro
(oxiail stew-) are very- popular here as
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they are ihroughout Madrid. But if you
want our cocido as part of the Menu
del Dia. you absolute ly must make a
reservation."
Other great regional dishes that I have
had the pleasure to discover on Menus
include the previously-mentioned
bacalao a la llauna at the vvonderful
Bar Blanca in Barcelona's Mercai Sant
.Antoni, fricando (Catalan-style braised
shin of beef and mushrooms) and
cspinacas a la Caialana (spinach with
raisins and pine nuts), also in
Barcelona; cliocos con gaifxinzos
(chickpeas wilh cuttlefish) in the
southerly capital of windsurfing,
Tarifa, in Andalusia; mencsu a Riojana
(spring vegetables vvith extra virgin
olive oil) in La Rao ja (northern Spain);
cnsiili.ii/i.( de tomalc .Miniiiimi (Murcian
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lomalo salad: tomatoes in conserve,
tuna, onions and black oliv-es) in
Murcia; solom'tlto de cerda adobada (loin
of pork with orange and honey) in the
walled city of Lugo in Galicia
(northwest Spain); mannitako
(albacore tuna and potato slew) in
Bilbao (Basque Country, northern
Spain); and lorfa dc Santiago (almond
tan) in Santiago de Compostela, again
in Galicia.

A sense of
belonging
And then there are the people and
their stories and the pride they take in
producing these dishes. Not one
restaurant ovvTien chef, vvaiter or
waitress refused me help when I was

traveling throughout Spain
researching my book Mt:nii del Dia:
More than WO Classic, Auil<cin\i.
Recipes from Across Spain. In the hostal
and restaurani La Palma in Vigo
(northwest Spain) I vvas prepared ihe
local mi-r/ii;ti ol alhaiifw (hake with
svveei onions, clams, and Albarifto
wine) by Marcelo Vidal and wailed on
by his father, Jose. Like many
Galicians, Jose and his wife America
emigrated to Argeniina in the 1940s.
He returiied-and he remembers the
day instinctively-on March 2 9 1 9 7 2
with two young sons. Marcelo and
Roberto. Exile, Jose explained lo me,
made it clear to him where he really
belonged.
At Tabcrna del Mono Loco (Tavern of
the Crazy Monkey) in Zaragoza, the

capital of the inland, norihvvestcriy
region of Aragon, one local speciality
that you might find on the Menti del
Dia is fcrniiSLO asfldo (roast lamb). The
it-L-iitiCi' (two- or three-week old lamb)
of Caslilc-l.con and llic rc^.1 of cciiual
Spain is widely acclaimed, but Aragon
also has a well-deserved reputation for
its lamb. Its ternasco comes from a
two-month old animal and is just a
touch fuUer-llavored than Icchazo.
Chcl and owner Ernesto Galindo is
from AragCin, but staned his career in
the Basque industrial town of Durango
in the late '60s. He likes to experiment
a lillle and incorporate what he calls
die new cooking into his Menu de
Degusiacidn (sampler menu), but he
also offers a Menu del Di'a. And, if
you're lucky, lemasco asado. ""It's a
very popular dish," he says. "Bui lamb

is expensive so we can't have il on ihe
Menu del Dia every day. I buy my
lamb and the rest of my meat from
friends in Huesca, and m<isi of my
fruii and vegetables come from
Aragon. The Menu del Dia uses a lot of
seasonal |iroduce and it's where you
find the iradilional dishes." That
means the menu includes the
previously-mentioned cocido, lenlejas,
i?icrlusci en salsa vcrde (hake in a flourthickened parsley and gariic sauce),
!wLti/ao a la Vizcaino (codfish fricassee),
and rabo de loro. And soon, Tabcrna
del Mono Loco will be offering an
ev-ening Menu del Dia. '"It's a means of
combating ihe crisis, the economic
slump." says Mr. Galindo. "People
asst^ciate the Menu vvith value."
Another restaurant where the Mcnti
del Dia recently returned to its roots

and came to the aid ol the workL-r.^ i.-,
Morrv-som in Barcelona. Here, in
October 2008, ovvner Pedro Sausor
offered an incredible 1 euro Mend. On
its first day- on offer, 500 sat down to a
choice that included arroz negro,
eslofado dc tcrnera (veal stew), mt-rhisc
Ll ki piciiu:/ui (hake cooked on the fiat
griddle) and pataias con cSwrizo
(potatoes with chorizo sausage).
Should you be tempted, the price
has now returned to the normal
8.50 euros.

jQue te aproveche!
(Enjoy!)
Price aside, one of the very best MenU
del Dias 1 remember eating was at the
simplest of resiaurants just across the
road froiu the main train station next
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to the Plaza de Toros (bullfighting
ring) in Valencia. The place was quite
literally nameless and full of very
happily co-existing office workers and
paint and plaster-splattered
consirtiction workers. "iQuc te
aprovechef (Enjoy!) a plasterer said to
me as 1 sal at the bar and was handed
ihe menu. This traditional Spanish
greeting—something you will hear more
than once when sitting down to a
Menu del Dia-is now sadly considered
over-familiar and crass amongsi some
of Spain's middle class.
As every^mc else seemed to be doing, I
ordered the paella to start. It arrived
quickly: a generous plateful of yellow
rice dotted with a few small pieces of
rabbit and vvith a large wedge of lemon
on the side. I had previously been told
thai lemon was only used to disguise a
poor paella, something I immediately
disregarded as I began to eat. The
paella was delicious, with the rice firm
to bite, a clean, uncluttered smack of
saffron and a strong hint of garlic.
Then, came a couple of small, fried slip
soles and a handfut of fried potatoes.
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Finally I was served a big slice of
richly-orange and perfecily-ripe local
melon. With a beer and coffee
included, I think it cost 7,50 euros,

Thursdays mean
Paella
The day to find paella on the Menil del
Dia anywhere in Spain is Thursday.
The general consensus is that this is so
because Thursday was the day that rice
was handed out during the days of
food rationing. Others claim that
because maids traditionally had
Thursday off, they would prepare a
so/ri!o (slow cooked onion, tomaio and
garlic, and ihe basis for many paellas'i
on Wednesday evenings so their
masters could prepare a quick and
easy paella the following day by just
adding some meal or fish, rice and
Slock, And then there's ihe legend that
Thursday is paella day because Franco
hunted every Thursday morning and
liked to eat paella, his favorite dish,
when he finished. As he hunted
ihroughout the counlry-, it was best

that every restaurant had a paella ready
and prepared on Thursdays lesi he
appear and demand it.
The Spanish people lake great, jusl
pride in their delicacies, such as jamon
iberico de bcllota (ham from Ibeiico
acom-fed pigs), azafran de La Mancha
(saffron from La Mancha), gambas
(prawns) and cocfiiniilo (suckling pig).
But ihey are equally proud of their
chickpeas, lentils, black puddings,
sausages, everv'-day eslofados (siew-s)
and arrozes, and meat and fish cooked
simply on the griddle. As it was during
some hard times past and the dark
days of rationing, food is valued as
much as it is enjoyed in Spain. People
still like to eat locally and seasonally
and gel the best out of whatever is
available. And the best way of properly
appreciating that, as 63% of working
Spaniards do every weekday, is to sil
down to a Menu del Dia,
Rohan Daft is the author of Menu del
Dia; More than 100 Classic, Authentic
Recipes from Across Spain, He is
cunenily u'rilirig ci book about ralioning.

Tarragona. Sarcophagus. Prclorium

MEDITER
The wealth of Spanish World Heritage Sites, on which Spain Gourmetour
has been reporting in its past two editions, would simply be unfathomable
w'illiotu one key factor: the Mediterranean. This sea 'Mn the middle of
lands" which unites three continents has, since ancient times, been a vital
link not only in regard to exploration, trade and expansion, but also to
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a quintessential exchange of cultures and ideas. This is why in this last
of three articles about Spain's UNESCO World Heritage Sites we travel
to the Mediterranean shores and allow two emblematic places to speak
to us of how it all came to pass. As primal witnesses, Ibiza and Tarragona
have a lot to tell.
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The Phoenicians, one of the earliesi
people to cast their .sea-trading net
over all of the Mediierranean, firsi
turned the island Ybshm (now Ibiza)
inlo a commercial post in the 7'''
century BC, whereas fnnn the 3"*
ceniury BC onward, mainland Tarraco
(loday's Tarragona) became a strategic
Roman stronghold, primarily because
of its suitable location in a direct line
from northern Italy to transport in
garrisons by sea while avoiding the
unruly Gulf of Lion. To them, and lo
many others afier them, the Mcirc
Nostrum has been and continues to be
an invaluable medium for transport,
trade, fishery, marine life, culture and
leisure activities.

The favorite island
Ibiza (Eivissa, in the local Catalan
language) and tiny adjacent
Foimenteia, together with the larger
islands of Majorca and Menorca,
constitute the Balearic Islands, located
to the east of the Iberian Peninsula.
Ibiza is in fact the southw-estemniost
island, less than 80 km (50 mi)
removed Iroin the mainland. This
probably explains ihe early settlement
of Phoenicians, who laid the first stone
of the town of Ibiza (8" century BC),
strategically located on a promontory
close to the splendid natural harbor
The necropolis of Puig d'es Molins,
vvith 3,500 underground burial
chambers, attests to the relevance of
their settlement. Throughout its
history, the island has remained a
much soughi-afier poini of reference
on navigation and trading routes.
Thanks to trade and agriculture ii
thnved under the Carthaginians, vvas
subsequently coni|uered by Romans,
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suffered the invasion of Vandals and
Byzantines, was colonized by the
.•\rabs. and vvas finally reconquered in
1235 by Jaime I (1208-1276). Under
Felipe II (1527-1598) in the Ifr"
centurv- the confines of the inner city
were enlarged and fully rcfortified.
Remains of all these historic periods
are still to varying degrees e.xtant in
and around the city It seems only
logical ihat, m 1999, Ibiza was selected
for inclusion on the list of World
Heritage Sites, for both its
monumental and natural heritage. So
what could be betier than taking a
selective tour and seeing for ourselves
how past and present have melted
togeiher superbly^"
The best place to start is at the fiwt of
the Portal de Ses Taules, the
spectacular main entrance to the
historic vvalled-in compound, or Dali
Vila (upper town). From here, vvith a
map in hand to ensure you don't miss
anything, just stroll along the

magnificent Renaissance wall and its
imposing pentagonal bastions (all
named afier saints) vvhich invariably
offer breathtaking views, and then up
and down its sinewy streets with little
shops and restaurants. Mandatory
jjlaces to see include: the cannon-lincd
Santa Lucia bastion and its powder
magazine; the Dominican Convent
vvhich now houses Ibiza's municipal
government; the cathedral and nearby
Curia; the Madina \';ibisha Mu.seum,
which focuses on the island's Arab
period and slill holds part of the early
walls; the Archaeological Museum; the
Es Soto Fosc tunnel with its provision
casemates; the Bastion of St. Bernard,
from where you can view the
fashionable yacht harbor of Botafoch;
and the impressive Castle and
Almudaina (originally Moslem militaryquarters) at the town's summit. They
arc being fully refurbished to
eventually house the future Parador
(Spanish heriiage hotel).
In fact, a new live-star hotel. El
Mirador. just across from the
municipal govemmcni building, h.as
been ahead in ihe recovery- and
genirificaiion of Dali Vila which,
according to Lourdes Roig. Ibiza's
dynamic chief of protocol, is part of a
conscientious effort by the local
autliorities to enhance the value of its
splendid heritage vvith a view to
aitraciinga different type of culturallymotivated visitor and thereby
combating the feared seasonality Pan
of this effort is a year-round cultural
program and also strict standards and
regulations regarding noise control,
opening hours and urban furniture,
especially downtown in the busiling La
Marina and Sa Penya districts around
the harbor vvhich abound vvith liitle

WORLD HERITAGE SITES

shops, bars and restaurants. No one
can deny that Ibiza isfirstand
foremost known for its around-theclock nightlife, boats and beaches. In
fact, every summer top Djs from all
over the vvorid visil the island, vvhich
has become a global testing ground lor
electronic music. If it works here, it'll
work woddwide!

Ad libitum, the spirit
of freedom
Indeed Ibiza's worldwide fame, as said,
has much to do with its unfettered
entertainment. It all started in the
1960s when a number of rather
eclectic groups of jetsetiers, artists and
hippies from Europe and the US
flocked to the island. "They put Ibiza
on the map, " says Karen Klapp, a
longtime Ibiza resident and tour guide.
What they all had in common w-as the
need to at least temporarily live ad
libitum, as ihey pleased. "Live and let
live" is the reigning philosophy and
indeed, as Joan Serra Mayans. Ibiza's
councilor for business developmeni
and labor, points out, "the island
welcomes every-one, but is a liaven of
discretion," Nobody sees you unless
you want to be seen. This is the spirit
vvhich, in 1971, inspired the late
Yugoslavian princess and indefatigable
Ibiza promoter, Smilja Mihailovitch
(1919-1994), to launch her Adlib
fashion line, which seems to stem
naturally from Ibiza's sun-drenched
light, whitewashed architecture and
traditional costumes, but also from the
desire to break away from norms, to
feel free of constraints. And that, says
Luis Ferrer, is precisely how one feels
in her sofily-draped slightly-wrinkled
all natural white cotton clothes. Ferrer
Ibiia Dall Vila
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is not only one of the pioneers in
designing and manufacturing the Adlib
brand, he is also one of the promotere
of the yearly Ibiza and Formentera
Fashion Week.
\\ hile these quarters team vvith a wide
variety of small restaurants serving
local and international cuisine, there is
one you shouldn't miss. The lively Bar
San Juan (on Guillem de Montgri
Street) is a casa de comicicis, or eatery. It
offers simple but superb genuine Ibiza
fare, such as fried octopus with
potatoes and peppers, braised rabbii,
and arroz de malanza, a brothy rice
vvith pork and chicken. But leave some
space for dessert and try their
gu'Lvoncra (a delicious oven-baked
pudding made of bread, eggs, milk,
cinnamon and grated lemon peel).
"For more than 60 years we hav-e
stayed true to my grandmother's
recipes," emphasizes young Carios
Marin, who is the third generation to
successfully run this charming place.
.'\nd being a casa de comidas, any
spare seat will be occupied if needed,
so you may make some interesting
acquaintances.

Around and about
the Pitiusas
Because of its insularity and fonner
relative squalor. Ibiza features a greatly
subsistence-oriented traditional
gastronomy The island had to make
the best out of what was available at
any time of the year. On the other
hand, this implied the need for
preservation, and Ibiza features a
number of succulent typical sausages.
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Although still existent, home
manufacturing is waning, but there is
one company vvhich still makes the
original products following the
traditional maianza (pig slaughter)
concepts. On the way to Santa
Gertrudis, you will find the restaurant
Can Caus which, under the brand
name Companalge, produces
butifarron negro (black sausage) and
l,iu(i|tirid)i Wiiiico (white sausage vvith a
hint of cinnamon), vienti-e relleno
(stuffed pig stomach, traditionally
reserved for special occasions) and the
popular sobrasada (the savory- dark
orange spiced sausage vvhich is aircured and made w-iih pimcntc^n, a type
of paprika from Spain). With its patelike texture, it is ofien used as a

spread, invariably conjuring up the
wow factor when briefly broiled. Il was
in the 1980s when Juan Luis Ferrer.
Can Caus's owner, committed himself
to the recovery of these traditional
delicacies, mostly using local products
which, of course, are seasonally
dictated. He also produces the
surprisingly fresh and verv' flavorful
typical goats" and sheeps' milk cheese
(ofien with a spicy pimenton covered
rind). While Can Caus caters to all of
the island and beyond, the best place
to savor their products is nghl at the
contiguous Ibiza-style restaurant,
vvhere you should not miss the sqfrito
paves, a succulent pe;isant dish with
chicken, lamb, butifarron negro,
sobrasada and potatoes.

WORLD HERITAGE SITES

Oul here it will become cibvious that
the iskind is much more than its
glamorous capital. In fact, as soon as
you drive out into the countryside you
are acutely reminded of why the Greek
(who briefly used the island as a
stopover) nicknamed Ibiza and
Formentera the Piliusas, or pineccwered islands. From here it is about
a half hour drive ihrough the typical
(now greatly protected) rural
landscape of knotty oldfigtrees, carob
trees and of course vineyards, to the
village of San Mateo vvhere vve find Sa
Cova. On his small 12-ha (30 acres)
estate, Juan Bonei, recently joined by
his daughter and son-in-law, produces
PGl Vino de la Tierra de Ibiza; in
addition lo the traditional Malv-asia,
Muscatel and VIonastrell, he now also
grows Syrah, Tempranillo and Merlot.
"Wine alwaysfindsits own
equilibrium," says Bonet. In these

pnvileged surroundings, they also
organize visits and tastings, including
lor groups from crtiise ships regularly
berthing in Ibiza.

Nature's heritage
And then there are of course ihe
stunning UNESCO-protected salinas
(saltworks, Spain Courmt-tour No. 76)
and Pi>sic/onia meadows (Biosphere
Reserve). The latter are large exp.anses
of marinefloweringplants (not algae!)
constiiuting an extraordinaryunderwater eco-system vvhich
stabilizes the sea floor, acting as a
haven for numerous fish species vvhich
often reproduce here. It greatly
contributes to biodiversity, is a relevant
source of oxy-gen. and finally, washed
ashore and dried out (especially its
fruit, the "olive of the sea"), it helps
prevent beach erosion.

According to Jose Maria Fernandez,
the local technical director of Salinera
Espaiiola, vvhich operates the salinas,
in Ibiza the exploitation of saU was
first documented in the 6" century- BC
by the Carthaginians, but the
Phoenicians may have e.xploiied them
earlier. In fact, the remains of the
island's first Phoenician establishment
is right nearby in Sa Caleta, close to a
picturesque small bay, lined with
rather unusual old wooden fishermen's
shacks. Subsequent dwellers kept
exploitation going with certain ups
and downs, and over time technical
improvements were introduced vvhich
have allowed expansion and export.
Today the company is producing some
40,000 tons (89,600,000 lb) of
excellent quality salt. The splendid
views of Ibiza's saltworks,flankedby
densely pine-covered hills, w-ill remain
in your minds eye for a long time. As

1
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airport tarmacs luii paiallel, diey
welcome you upon arrival and bid
your farewell upon leaving.
Nature here also produces the raw
materials for some c^f ilie island's truly
emblematic drinks. Just outside town
in Puig d'en Vails, the distillery Mari
Mayans has been producing famous
Hierbas Ibicencas, Frigola and Palo
since 1880, as well as other products.
Thanks lo the populaniy ol these
drinks among tourists, the company
expons widely and has disinbuiors in
sev-cral European countries and the
US.
Now before leaving the island, treat
yourself to lunch or dinner at Ca n
Alfredo, a local institution. This
intimate restaurani on downiow-n Vara

\'
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In his book S Romesco. Histdria. tecniques
i receptes (Romesco. History, Techniques
and Recipes), David Sol6 mentions no less
than 12 ways to make romesco and as
many as 32 recipes based on the sauce.
This should say enough about its relevance
and versatility. According to Sol6, romesco
was first popularized by fishermen as a
handy and succulent sauce in which to
braise their fish while away from home, as
none of its ingredients are readily
perishable: garlic, onions and tomatoes (all
roasted), dry red peppers or round noras
(sweel peppers) and at times bitxo (a hot
pepper) or pimentdn (a type of paprika
from Spain), toasted almonds and
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hazelnuts (traditionally a seamen's fare),
fried stale bread, olive oil, vinegar, sugar,
salt, and often wine, rancid wine or even
brandy. It depends on each chef how many
of these ingredients, in what proportion
and for what purpose find their way into
thep/cada, or ground mixiure. Trie result is
a tasty dark orange sauce being savored
as It is, for example for dipping calgots (La
CalQotada, page 77). or slightty stir-fned
adding a bit of stock to gently braise the
main ingredient, be it fish or meat, until it's
done. Sola's book even refers to the many
web pages on romesco on the internet.
You may just become a scholar yourself.
Your friends will love it!

J
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del Rey Street has remained in the
Riera family since 1941 and is now run
by Joan and his wife Catalina, who
took over for his mother in the
kitchen. Personable Joan knows what
his patrons expect: exquisite no-frills
regional cuisine based on top-quality
local products. "It's the traditional
cuisine from Ibiza that we have
prepared always, it is the cuisine we
cherish and defend," says Joan. His
menu includes calamares a la Ibicenca
(lender pieces of squid in a sauce of
green peppers, tomato, onion and bay
leaO, bullil de peix (various fish cooked
together with seasonal vegetables, such
as green beans or artichokes, and
served in a separate skillet; it comes
vvith rice prepared with the stock and
accompanied by a delicate saffron
alioli, a sauce made with extra virgin
olive oil and garlic) and borrida de
ratjada (ray braised in a flavorful sauce
of crushed almonds, fried
breadcmmbs and hardboiled egg). He
also serves an ample choice of
succulent rice dishes, and of course
also typical desserts such as flad (a
cheesecake with fresh goats' cheese
from Can Caus, spearmint and eggs),
greixonera, and the almond-based
crema de nadal, a Christmas specialty.
What a treat!
As small as it is, what makes the island
of Ibiza unique and your trip
memorable is not only its monumental
and natural riches, but also its capacity

to successfully blend in the old and the
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new, culture and cnteruiinment, locals
and v-isitors, glamour and nature,
freedom and respect.

To Tarraco along
the Via Augusta
Back on the mainland, some 100 km
(62 mi) south of Barcelona, we find
Tarragona, once the capital of Hisp:ima
and almosi eciual in importance to
Rome; today it is a lively provincial
capiial. Even before reaching the city,
w-e find the first five Roman vesiiges
(included in Tarragona's 2000
declaration as a World Heritage Site)
along what once was the Via Augusta,
in its heyday the longest Roman road
in Hispania spanning over some 1,500
km (932 mi) from the Pyrenees to
Cadiz. Inhabited by Iberos (Spain's
autochthonous population), Tarragona
didn't make hisiorv unlil the arrival ol
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the Romans when, thanks to lis
proximity to the river Ebro, it became
a stronghold against the Carthaginians
settled south of the river, as Luis
Balart. the knowledgeable direcior of
Tarragona's Museum of I listory,
explains. To get a clear idea of its
magnitude during the height of the
Roman Empire, he recommends first
visiing the splendid historic model of
Imperial Tarraco on the pretty Plaza
Pallol (Pallol Square). Here you can
also begin the .Archaeological Walk, a
perfectly laid-out walkway along the
still-extant 1.1 km (0.7 mi) long
Roman wall
Aiihough today ihings fiave
dramatically changed and its heriiage
is greatly protected and promoted,
Tarragona ts paradigmatic of how in
the past pragmatism and the need for
progress often prevailed over
consideratiiins of conM-.rvaiion. New

buildings were raised over existing
ones, only at limes presening pari of
the original, like the majestic
Pretorium, vvhich was turned into a
Medieval palace and upheld ever since.
As a result, not only are Roman and
Medieval remains densely interwoven
into the present urban structure, but
so are a wealth of early 20- century
Modernist architecture structures
(Gaudi 1852-1926, the most
infiuential Modernist architect was
bom in neighboring Reus), which
makes visiting the city all the more
interesting. .Al the outset it is
important to know that Tarragona's
declaration as a VVodd Heriiage Site
only concerns its Roman remains.
However, the city is far more ihan that,
and the local tourist board has issued
three separate brochures with routes
along its Roman, Medieval and
Modernist heriiage sites.

WORLD HERITAGE SITES

Tarraco viva
I he best vvay to go about seeing the
city is to finsi stroll the old quarter, or
Part Alia (upper part), vvhere you
shouldn't miss Plaza de la Font, a lively
square lined with terraces and
presided over by Tarragona's town hall;
Casa Castellarnau, a beautifullyrenovated mansion housing
Tarragona's Vlu.seum of History; Calle
Mayor (Mayor Street), vvhich is full of
small shops; and the famous siairs
leading up to ihe cathedral, vviili its

peculiar fagade, gorgeous cloister and
Diocesan Museum.
By now it is time to also become
actiuainied with Tarragona's cuisine.
Beide the cathedral you will find .'\Q.
.Ana Ruiz and Quiniin Quinsac have
been a team for 20 years and for four
they have been operating this
privileged place, she in the kitchen, he
in the front room. In an effon to veer
away from high cuisine, they seek to
"please rather than .surprise," says
Quiniin. They succeed in both, as
ingredients are simple and textures

wonderfully harmonic, while the
different flavors remain perfectly
discernable. As to their menu. "We
have no preconceived ideas, but we do
of course address regional dishes and
use regional ingredients," explains
Quiniin. Try-Ana's delicate false ravioli:
two layers of wafer-thin sliced gambas
de Tarragona (local shrimp) stuffed
vviih cooked garlic and drizzled vvith
shrimp-head infused olive oil, or her
.succulent ccndanl of octopus, potaio
and buiifarra. And in ihe meantime, let
Quiniin surprise you vvith his most

Tarragona. Goiliit anhes in the Medieval quarter
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Tarragona. Local Forum

unusual but fascinating w-ine pairing
proposals. If the Romans had known!
They of course didn't, but chefs in
Tarragona have built up cjuite some
knowledge about Roman cuisine. For
the last 12 years, close to 20
resiaurants promote Tdnaco a Taula
(Tarraco at the Table), which consists
of a tapas route, where afiveticket
voucher entitles you tofiveRoman
tapas and a drink. From then on, each
restaurant offers its own version of a
full Roman menu. "We try to remain as
loyal as possible to the original
recipes," says (^uintin. today's
president.
The initiative is now an intrinsic part
of Tarraco Viva, a yearly v ery wellattended festival during the last two
weeks of May which, according to its
passionate director. Magi Seritjol, is
best described as an authentic,
thoroughly research-based diffusion
of Roman culture. Groups of experts
(often archaeologists and historians)
from all over Europe participate
following the submission and
subsequent approval of their projects.
Over 200 of the most varied
performances with off-site
explanauons take place in some 20
historic venues, ranging from
reenactments of all facets of Roman
life to workshops and conferences. In
view of its success, Seritjol has
ambitious European-wide projects
Tarragona Mediierrancan balcony
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Tan-agona. Amphitheaier

and this just comes to show the depth
of Tarragona's present level of
identification with and commitment
to its Roman past.
We now continue our walk along the
Plaza del Forum (Fonim Plaza), where
Roman remains lower high over
crowded terraces; the Archaeological
Museum, which displays some unique
w-orks of art, such as the two
magnificent Medusa and Fish mosaics;
the Prciorium; and the telling remains
of boih the Circus and the
Amphitheater,

A balcony on the
Mediterranean
Inadvertently, our route has led us out
of the old city and into the new area,
and here the place lo stan is at its
vaniage point on the impressive Balcon
del Mcdilerraneo, a wide oblong
.square wilh spectacular views over the
sea down below. Its center opens up to
Tairagona's main avenue, Rambla
Nova, the spinal cord of the city, where
you'll find some very fine examples of
Modernist architecture, as well as the
monument to the Castcllers
(originating in Vails, a town 20 km /
12 mi from Tarragona); ihe building of
these hair-raising human lowers
(casiells) has become an engrained
regional tradiiion and a magnet for
v-isiiors. Some streets down to the lefi

are the remains of the local Forum and
two Modernist buildings: the stunning
Mercado Central (Central Market) now
being refurbished, and the local
bullring.
Close by is Barquet, a charming
restaurani with the cheerful look of an
up-to-date fishermen's tavern.
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The calQOtada is Tarragona's
second biggest tourist activity (after
going to the beach) explains Ralael
Castells, the committed secretary of
the chamber of commerce of Vails,
who IS directly involved with the
quality designation PGl Calgot de
Vails. Some 450,000 meals are
seor'ed during the season
(November to April), and the two
most emblematic restaurants, Casa
Felix and Masia Bou, sen/e some
1,500 guests each, often in two
Beatings. At the center of it all is the
cali;ot, an oblong young onion
which grows on normal white
onions, left to dry for some v^eeks
and returned to the soil where they
will sprout. Once the sprouts have a
certain height, they are covered
(calgat) with soil and left to grow to
become a lender calgot. The
calgotada itself is a ritual that goes
beyond the onion itself. Tables are
adorned with porrones (carafes with
spouts to drink from) with local red
and white wine, slices of country

decorated by Fidel So\6 who runs the
front room, while his brother David
(chef and food writer) delights their
guests wilh fine local cuisine.
"Tarragona's cuisine is 99% fishbased," explains David, and his menu
changes according to the daily catch. It
prominently feaiures seven or eight
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bread, plates of dry-cured butifarra (Catalan
sausage) and a bib for each person. Outside
huge racks with layers of calgots are slowly
charred over vine v/ood fires, sending in
mouthwatering wafts. They are served on
terracotta tiles, which are not only the
perfect size but also preserve the heat. Now,
with your left hand you firmly grab the
bottom of the onion and pull from the stnngy
inner leaves to produce the tender calpot,
which you proceed to dip into the pungent
romesco sauce and put directly into your
mouth. The rest of the meal consists of fresh
grilled sausage with artichokes, white beans,
or escalivada [a grilled vegetables medley
with alioii). followed by grilled lamb chops,
and always cava, an orange to freshen your
palate, crema catalana (creme brulee),
coffee and liqueurs. /Que aproveche! Enjoy
your meat!
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different rice dishes (always using PGl
Delta del Ebro Bahia rice), together
vvith romesc-(i (Versatile romesco, page
72), as well as an array of
mouthwatering appetizers and sinful
desserts,
Tarragona's port area features a number
of large restaurants vvith pretty
terraces, but if you are not adamant
about harbor views and great comfort,
you have the "second row", where the
younger generation is offering
e.xcellent fiesh daily fish at a good
price. On your way back you can visit
the large Paieo-Christian Necropolis
and then relax on one of Tarragona's
many terraces, have a red vemiouth
(very popular here as nearby Reus has
a longstanding reputation of producing
an exquisite natural vermouth) and
just leisurely mingle among the locals.

mentioning here is the Trepai, an
autochthonous minonty variety
producing excellent roses, but lately
also some good reds, as Carles .Andreu.
president of the council, explains. In
shori, the area will be a paradise (or
wine tourists with six catalogued
Modernist cooperative buildings to
visit. One of them is in Esplugas de
l ^ | - , i : ; i - i - : L .IIM.> l . i - i i i - i i i : . I r r i l - . I : - . i , ; i : i , ' ! ! , i l
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laiijiiiriyoli.-i. all-naiural biscolli-like
cookies filled with Marcona almonds.
.A iradiiicmal manufacturer here is
Especialitats Cobos and. being one of
Spain's emblematic products, you can
find ihcir carquinyolis in all Sp.inish
aiipons.
The area is also part of PDO Siurana,
home to the internationally-awarded
sweel, fruity, and somewhat nutty
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Roaming the
hinterland
Tarraco's last 'World Heriiage Sue lies
in ConstantI, jusl north of the city The
Villa Romana de Cenicelles is a
recently-restored rural villa featuring a
magnificent partly-recovered mosaic
dome. This is a great opportunity to
roam Tarragona's fabulous hinterland.
In the famous town of Vails you are in
for a truly unique and surely
unforgettable gastronomic experience,
the calioiada (The C;di;otada, page 77).
From there it is a short drive to
Medieval walled-in Montblanc and its
beautifully-restored .Alcnya Palace,
vvhich houses the Regulatory Council
of DO Conca de Barbeni. Worth
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Arbequina olive oil. According lo jovial
Josep Baiges, president of the
regulatory council, aboul 15% of it is
exported, mostly to Europe and the US
where Alice Waters is its special
ambassador (see Chez Panisse Menu
Cookbook). And it is certainly-' useful to
know that intenuingled with all this is
the Cistercian route linking the
magnificent 12'"-century monasieries
of Sanies Creus, Vallbona, and majestic
Poblet, a separate World Heritage .Site
since 1991.
It all comes to shovv that whichever
direciion you travel, wherever your
interests lie, whatever your age or
background, Spain is a true treasure
trove for visitors. Throughout its
fascinating history, the counlry has
accumulated an unequaled
monumental and cultural heriiage,
clearly- recognized as such by
UNESCO, Yel as we have seen in this
series of articles, at every step we also
find breathtaking landscapes, a wide
variety of sports and entertainment,
lots of local color, chanuing people
and last but by no means least, the
fruits of its lands and its succulent
gastronomy, which never ceases to
sui prise and has earned a welldeserved position among the world's
greatest. Vibrant Spain awaits you!
Alike van Wijcf; Adan is a sociologist
and lias a Master's degree in gastronomy
from Boston Univt-rsity. Her articles fiavr
appeared in The Boston Globe.

Tarragona. Roman Circus
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The whiff of sausage is one of the
characteristic smells of Spain. From north
to south and east to west of the Iberian
Peninsula, including the Balearic and Canary'
Islands, the whole country is redolent of the
pimentdn (a type of paprika from Spam) and
other spices that go into its charcuterie.
Spanish sausages come hard and soft, cured
and cooked, and go by names such as
butifarra (a Catalan specialty) and morcillci
(black pudding). Spain as a whole produces
pork products galore, many with the
distinguished Iberico pedigree. Led by the
countries of the EU, foreign markets are
gradually getting to know the repertoire, not
least because of new ways of presenting once
unfamiliar sausages. Many are now sold
shced and vacuum-packed, a method that
maintains all their qualities intact, makes
them easier to serve and eat, and offers a
guaranteed shelf life.

A Long
Tradition

TEXT
RAQUEL CASTlLLO/©lCEX

PHOTOS
JUA

MA UEL SA Z/©lCEX

TRANSLATION
HAWYS PRITCHARD/© lCEX

lf as ked

piment6n (a type of paprika from Spain),

name an element common
LO all o f Spain's diverse regional
cuisines, pork would be th e obvious
answer. The Spanish always say that
you can eat every bi t of a pig, and
prove the point with trad itional recipes

Some are navor-packed and hearty,
others subtle and delicate; some are
spreadable, some for eating raw, others
fo r fryin g; some are made from White

that use the lot, from prime cuts right
down LO blood, intestines and tail.
Much of what is capitalized on in th is

pork, others from lberico .. The range is
interesting, appetizing, and deeply
rooted in an ongoing tradition that is an

way goes into sausages o f one sort and
another, of which there are countless
varieties in the country as a whole.
Every little subd ivision of every region
has its own specialties, some of th em
with surprising specific featu res : if
catalogued, the total ran ge would be
highl y competiti ve on a world scale
(Spain Gow·metour No. 24, 25, 26 , 27 ,
28 and 43). Sausages, in the broad sense
of meal stuffed into a casing, are
generically known in Spanish as
embutidos, a term that covers chmizo,
lomo, salchich6n and the less well-known
morc6n, sobrasada, morcilla, butifan·a and
botillo. Embutidos come cured , cooked
and smoked ; in some of them the

identifying feature of Spanish food.

LO

predominant aroma derives from
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and in others from spices and garlic.

Magical cure
A considerable proportion of Spain's
sausages are cured . Perhaps the bestknown of these is the ch orizo (Spain

Gourmetour

o. 36), a deli cious
combinati on of lean and fauy pork,
chopped an d marinated with salt and

spices, and with piment6n-the
ingredient th at makes it so read il y
recognizable in color, aroma and
navo r. In many parts of the Peninsula
(particularly in the north), chorizo is

imo natural casings (pig's intestine),
and the resu ltant sausages are given
different names depending on size and
shape : ristra ("string", which refers to
little chorizos tied wi th a cord and
linked togethe r li ke a string of beads),
herradura (" horseshoe", one single
sausage with the two ends bent
towa rds each other and tied together)
and vela ("candle", a single sausage
encased in intestin e with the ends
free). In addition LO th ese, one of the
most traditional presem ations for a
chorizo is in cu lar gut , obtai ned fro m
the large intestine of the pig. They are
all cured sausages. They may be
slightl y or th oro ughl y smoked , but all
chorizo must be given time to mature
and dry in cold , airy conditions. Each
area's specific climatic conditions and
the size of th e sausage will determine
how long the curing period should

smoked over wood fires, addin g

last.
The regional larders of Spain comain
hundreds of different typ es of chorizo ,

another laye r LO th ei r already ri ch
navor. The mi xture is usuall y stuffed

each with its own identity. Space
prevents our doing them JUSti ce here,

but there are some that stand out from
the rest for popularity and prestige and
therefore demand attention. An
obvious one with which to start is
chorizo de Cantimpalos , made in
Segovia province. One of the bestknown and most traditional sausages
from Castile-Leon (the region that
occupies much of the northern central
part of the Iberian Peninsula), this
chorizo has Protected Geographi ca l
Indication (PGI) status. It is made wi th
pork (in proportions of 70% lean to
30% fat) from pigs fed mostl y barley,

seasoned with salt , piment6n , ga rlic
and oregano, and is left to cure for 20
to 30 days in cold , breezy conditions
in the towns and villages of Segovia
where it is made (Cantimpalos , the
town from which this type takes its
name, lies at an altitude of aro und
1,000 m I 3,290 ft) It is usuall y
presented in ra ther rough st rings with
the skin completely covered in fungus
and yeasts that give it a characteristic
whitish appearance. When cut,
however, it reveals pale red meat that
is smooth , well -textured , gives off a

delicious smell and is silky in the
mouth .
Anothe r famous ve rsion, chorizo
riojano, is a classic product from La
Ri op (in northern Spain) and also had
PG! status. It is integral to the
traditional d ishes of that region , and is
still made , as it always has been, wit h
lean and fat pork to which sweet
piment6n (a nd so metimes a touch of
spice for extra zing), salt and garlic are
added. lts ri ch, lasting Oavor owes
much to piment6n.
Salamanca, in western central Spain , is
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one of the biggest charcuterieproducing regions and is known
particularly for its chorizo cular, which
takes its name from the part of ihe big
inN:sune that serves as its casing. This
IS a large sausage containing little lat,
and is matured for three to four
months. Reddish in color and very
smooth, fi is presented in string
fomiation, its skin covered in a fine
whitish coating produced by molds
and yeasts during the maturation
process and affecting the outside only
The other star in ihts category is
chorizo Iberico, produced in those pans
of the counlry where Iberico pigs are
reared (Salamanca, Extremadura and
Andalusia, .Spain Goiiniietottr No 68.) It
is made with the same ingredients as
the others, except that prime cuts (fillet,
loin, tenderloin. .) are used, and the
pork is from an Iberico pig fed on
acorns, which gives it a charactenstic
marbling of fat and unbeatable flavor
and aroma along with it Ib^rico
chonzo is usually siufied into a natural
casing and cured for six months. This ts
A gourmei's sausage.
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Beyond chorizo
These same regions are also home to
morcon, an interesting sausage,
similar to chorizo but with a
personality all its own. The same name
is used for the wide gut at ihe end of
the intestine into which i l is siufled.
Historically, morcon vvas made with
the leftover bits of pig-a kind of
ragbag. Hovvever, the boom in fine
quality charcuterie has resulted in lis
transformation into a rather posh
sausage containing lean pork cut up
into biggish pieces marinated vvith the
classic svveet pimenion, salt and gadic,
but wilh no added fat or fatty pork. A
morcon is a big sausage, weighing in
at around a kg (2.2 lb), and therefore
takes longer to cure (a minimum of 65
days). It is red both inside and oul.
with streaks of infilirated fat that give
It a marble-like appearance, and it has
a very distinctive pronounced aroma
and flav-or.
The same parts of the country also
produce lomo, one of the star
products of the charcuierie industry.

AGES hrr^
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Its name means "loin", and it is made
vvith loin cuts from While or Iberico
pigs (acom-fed in the latter case)
marinated vviih pimentOn, salt and
garlic. The cut of meat—generally
weighing between 800 g and 1 kg (1.7
to 2.2 lb)-is stuffed into a pork gui
casing and lefi to cure slowly, usually
lor six months, in natural diying
facilities where the local climatic
conditions take their effect, curing ihe
delicate meat with its marbling of fal, a
paritculai-|y notable feature of Iberico
pork. The end result is justifiably
considered a delicacy; there is a huge
demand for lomo Iberico frt)m within
Spain, and il is also a hesiseller
.ikio:.>..

One of the oldest and most
idiosyncraric of Spain's sausages is
s o h r a s a d a ' i i - m V l . i ; . i | \ : - • i ' , |-ii,;jji>;

of the Balearic Islands, the
Meditemnenn archipelago to the east
of the Peninsula), which has enjoyed
PGl status as Sohrasada de Mallorca
since 2004 (Spain Goumit'lour-No. 55).
There are two types, one obtained
from White pigs and ihe other from
Majorcati Blacks (a native breed, freerange raised and fattened on barley,
legumes and figs). The sausages also
come in differeni shapes, depending
on their casing, but all are made with
minced lean and fatty pork, salt,
pimenti'in and spices (pepper,
rosemary and iliymel. The
idiosyncratic feature is that the meat,
both lean and fat. is minced to a paste
which is then mixed thoroughly with
the remaining ingredients, stuffed inlo
its casing and left to cure for several
weeks.
The customary formats for sobrasada
are r'lzada (in thick gut casing) and
semirrizada (in medium gut casing),
weighing 400 to 800 g (0.88 to 1.7

lb), ihough the more modern
presentation is a 200 g (0.44 lb)
vacuum-packed tub containing paste
but no casing. (This is not lo be
confused with crema cie sobrasada,
which is a different, non-cured
product). Pimenton gives sobrasada a
rich dark orangey-red color on the
inside and oulside. The outer surface
of a sobrasada sausage is smooth or
.slightly rough, with no signs of mold,
and the soft, sticky, smooth paste
inside is delicious eaten just as it is,
spread on bread.

Cured sausages
without pimenton
Spam's classic cured sau,sages are
chorizo, lorno and salchichon. This
last type constitutes a big family,
t:ill^':\-|il;:;ii:il in ; I K '

ilua ii

made without pimenion.
Salchichon is made with fresh pork, a
small proportion of fal, salt and
pepper (either whole grains, ground or
a mixiure of both) minced and stuffed
inlo natural casings and lefi lo cure.
Salchichones are produced aU. over ilie
country-, but there is one that is
generally regarded as a yardstick for
c[uality: Salchichon de Vic (which
comes from the town of Vic, not far
fnim Barcelona, in Calalonia in the
noi theastem part of the Peninsula). It
has PCI status, its area of provenance
being the broad plain-Lci Plana de
Vic-ihat lies beiween the Pyrenees (the
mountain range ihat forms a natural
border between Spain and France) and
the coastal depression. This vast
corridor is swept by cold mountain
winds vvhich endow meal products
cured there vvith special properties.
In terms of shape, a Salchichon de Vic
IS perfeclly round. The saus.<iges are
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always marketed in a candle or slick
shape, measuring 35-90 mm across
and 20-90 cm long. Their weights vary
accordingly. ranging from 300 g [0,66
lb) for the smallest to 2.5 kg (5.5 lb)
for the biggest. All are unbeatably
fragrant, smooth and fiavor-packed.
One variant on the salchichon is a
much thinner version known as fuel
(the name means whip in Qitalan).
Though die ingredients are identical,
fuel cures much more quickly because
it is smaller. An interesting variant is
fuel dulce, a sweel sausage aromatized
wilh sugar and lemon, made in Gerona.
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As with chorizo and lomo, there is also
an Iberico salchichon, made from
select cuts of Iberico pork seasoned
with pepper and sail. Like lonio, it is
stuffed inlo cular gut and leh to cure
in natural drying facilities for six
montlis.

Cooked sausages
Spain's sausage repertoire is by no
means limited to the cured range.
There is a whole category made from
pork meat, pork fat and other
ingredients, suitably sttasoned, cooked

and then stufl'ed into casings, for
eating either as they are or in some
sort of prepared form.
The Mediterranean arc area ot Spain
(Catalonia, the Balearics, the Valencia
region and Murcia) is vvhere most of its
cooked sausages come from. Queen of
them all is buiifarra, particularly the
Catalan version, Buiifarra lias been
made since the 14 ' century, and
consists of an intestine casing filled with
chopped pork, pork fat and/or other
ingredients (egg, rice, onion, pine nuts),
sail, pepper and, someiimes, the
occasional herb or spice. They come in

black [vvhich means that they also
contain pig's blood), or white (without
blood). Variants, like butifarra del perol,
include offal such as kidney, tongue,
liver and/or head meat. These always
need to be prepared by scalding or
boiling, and can later be eaten just as
I \vy are, or cooked a la brasa (over
open coals), fried or incorporated into
slews, Buufana feaiures largely in local
recipes: they can be cooked with
nii)iig£-f« dclganxet (delicate vvhiiibeans), arrozy setas (rice and wild
mushrooms), habasy patatcis (broad
beans and potatoes)... or simply roasted
and sen-ed with bread and tomato,
peas, or—inlerestingly-snails. They also
provide a delicious stock for the soup
known as sopa catalana de butifarra.
The oiher big subdivision of the
cooked sausage family- is made up of
morcilla, a classic product all over
Spain. Again there is one that stands
out from all the rest: morcilla de
Burgos (from the town in Castile-Leon,
in northern central Spain) is the best
known and most widely eaten. The

recipe for morcilla de Burgos calls for
onion of ihe local native Horcal variety,
rice, lard, blood, salt and spices (vvhich
could be pimenton, cumin, clove,
cinnamon, aniseed, oregano, thyme
and pepper). All ihe raw ingredients
are kneaded together and then the
mixture is stuffed into a natural casing
that give.-; the mortilia its shape. It is
I : i ' . :: I-ii'i.'!.' '.cr :u I i n ; . i I ci',- ]•,.,.'

(depending on the consistency of the
intestine casing), after which lime i l is
ready for eating. Morcilla is a fi"esh
product with a relaitvely short shelf fife
(20-25 days when vacuum-packed;
around 45 days when pasteurized) and
it can be eaten fried, cooked a la brasa
or, again, incorporated into stews.
Morcilla is always juicy lull of flavor
and has a very characteristic oniony,
spicy smell.
Expenmenis are being conducted into
different ways of making the typical
Burgos niorcilla, albeit vviihout
abandoning traditional methods. Al
meat processing company Embuiidos
de Cardena, they are working on what

they call "designer morcilla", a new
product developed in response to the
suggestion of Basque superchef Martin
Berasaiegui (of ihe three-Michelin-star
resiaurant that bears his name in
Lasarte, on the Cantabrian coast in the
Ba,sque Counlry). The new sausage,
which weighs aboul 1 kg (2.2 lb), is
made with top-quality arroz homha (a
lype of rice from the eastern coastal
area of Spain thai is very absorbent of
flavors), and is boiled for four hours at
95''C (203°F), the process being
interrupted periodically for the hoi
morcilla to be massaged by hand to
ensure even distribution of its
contents. The end result is an e.xcellent
product vvith the bonus of containing
plenty of readily metabohzed fiber,
which makes it much easier to digest.

New formats in the
marketplace
The food industry- has always been a
ii ailblazer in applying new technology
to the produciion process. To a large
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degree, spending on research and
developmeni is whal gives companies
an edge and enables them to offer the
end consumer products that are
innovative in the sense of being easier
to eat and keep fresh, and thai comply
scrupulously vviih the increasingly
strict health and safety requirements.
Needless to say sausage producing
companies are no strangers to all this.
Spain is known for ihe range and
appeal of its traditional charcuierie. In
the late 19"' ceniury-, the litual maianza
(pig slaughter) carried oul by each
household to provide i l wilh a longlasting supply of meat in various fonns
began to make way for an emerging
industry which, in the course of the
20"' century, became established and
iransfomied. By keeping pace with
progress in general and indusiri;il
processes in panicular, the modern
companies that manufacture and
market fresh and cured sausages today
have adapted deftly to the demands of
the national and international markets
and to whal consumers wan I. This is
why. alongside iraditional
]5resentations, other formats have been
made available and have been wellreceived at points of sale: sliced,
vacuum-packed sausage, for example,
offers the same fine quality product
but is easier to eat. longer Lasting and
available in smaller quantities.
.'Ml cured einbutidos (including cecinti:
see Cecina de Leon, meat vvith a
smoky flavor, page 93) are sliceable.
but the process requires proper
equipment and premises (slicing and
clean rooms). Clean rooms are
protected environments vvhere extreme
food safety measures are enforced to
the hilt. Siruciure, materials,
machinery- and environmental
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• Embutidos de Requena.
With PGl status pending, Roquena,
on Spain's Mediterranean coast, is a
source of salchichon, chorizo,
morcilla, sobrasada, and two very
idiosyncratic sausages: giieiia and
perro. The first type comes in strung
links and is made Irom pork meat
and pork fat, with the addition of
scraps. The latter is ball-shaped and
contains pig's blood and skin, which
are added to the pork meat and fal,
and requires pre-boiling.

F. N

(Jaen. Ciudad Real-both in central
southern Spain-and Leon and Asturias in
the north). The ingredients and production
method are similar to other cJiorizo except
that pork fiavors are replaced by those of
furred game,
• Chosco de Tineo.
This product from Tineo, Aslurias (northern
Spain) has PGl status. It is made from pork
loin and tongue encased in the caecLim
portion of the pig's large intestine, and is
smoked and cured.

• Other chorizos:

• Sotillo del Bierzo.

Poles (Cantabria, in the north of the
Penii-tsula), a smc^ed version; Teror
(Gran Canaria in the Canary Islands,
off the coast of Morocco), eaten as a
spread; and wild boar and venison
chorizo are also produced in areas of
Spain where there is plenty of game

This sausage is made in B Bierzo (Ledn)
and also has PGl status. It contains ribs,
tail, lean pork, tongue, cheek and other
meats from various parts of the pig. it is
encased in the large intestine, woodsmoked and cured. Flavor-packed and
hearty, it is eaten in stev/s.

o

I/:

parameters (lemperaiure, moisture, air
flow and suspended panicles, lighting)
are all specifically designed so that the
Ofgaitok-plic piopci Ucs of looilsiulL
are retained. Jose Gomez, managing
director of Joselito, has installed one of
the most advanced clean rooms in
Spain in his factory in Guijeulo
(Salamanca), producing acurn-fed
Iberico cured ham and shoulder,
salchichon, choiizo and lomo. "Slicing
is down to a fine art nowadays," he
remarks "because modern technology
makes it possible for the eniire process
to be sterile ,it-id completely
automated."
At Joseliio, ihcy began investing in
slicing technology- R&D five years ago,
and now have a siaie-of-the-ari clean
room. "It's like an operating room. We
work according to US regulations,
w-hich require temperatures of 5 to fi°C
(41 ID 32.8"F), whereas iu Europe the
regulations allow- room temperatures
to reach 10 to 12°C (50 to 53.6"F).
The colder ihe better for slicing-you
avoid the spread of bacteria that vvay,"
he explains.
The process that the sausages undergo
is simple bui highly technical First
they pass ihrough a scanner and then
ihrough a cutting machine fitted with
an enormous titanium blade (the fact
that this does not get hot avoids
adverse effects on the delicate fat in the
lliOrico pork). The slices then move
along autoiiialically to a weighing
device, from there onto trays and are
then vacuum packed. This whole
sequence is automated, albeit
monitored by a food technologist,
.^t Joselito, like many other
processors, they have opted for
vacuum packing as the best preserving
method, largely for reasons of image.

since it makes the sliced product
easier to see and more attractive. The
same results can also be achieved vvith
inert gas says Francisco Carrasco,
commercial director of Carrasco
Guijuelo, another company that also
specializes in producing and
marketing Iherico products. He
explains; "Inert gas creates a cushion
of air fjelvveen packaging and product
which prevents ilie sli-ii-^ !i :.iiii
sticking to the plastic packaging. The
technology has been copied from the
method used for cooked ham (such as
York ham), and it has the added
advantage of eliminating the need for
plastic separators between the layers
of slices."

'%^

Both sy^siems are guaranteed lo keep
the product in perfect condition for a
year as long as it is kept refrigerated,
ideally at a temperature between 0 and
( f C (32 to 42.8°F). However, as a
hedge againsi malpractice, ihc
manufacturers suggest a si,x-inontli
use-by date
Vacuum packing is also lused as a
preserving method for whole chorizo,
salchichon, buiifarra, sobrasada
(vvhich is usuafly vacuum-packed in
tubs, without casing) and morcilla-in
fact for sausages of all kinds, both
fresh and cured. Meanwhile, research
is continuing inlo new methods lo
prolong and guarantee the shelf life of
these products. With exports in mind,
Embutidos de Cardefta is working on
iheir niorcilla de Burgos-a cooked
sausage with a short shelf life (20-25
days when vacuum-packed, up to A5
when pasteurized), experimenting
with a hyperbaric (high pressure)
pasteurization method developed by
anoiher Burgos company This method
prolongs the shelf life of foodstuffs
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without affecting its nutritional quality,
flavor, aroma or lexiure. The results
achieved by the company indicate that
il should be possible to keep morcilla
in perfect condition for up to 90 days,

Spanish sausages
worldwide
.-•Kccording lo data compiled by the
Spanish Institute for Foreign Trade
(ICEX), Spain sold over 31,000 tons
(62,000,000 lb) of sausages lo foreign
markets in 2008. France, Portugal,
Germany and Russia, in that order,
accounted for over 50% of Spain's
exports of cured and cooked meat
products, followed at a distance by
Italy, Greece, the UK. the Czech
Republic, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Andorra, Lebanon, Croatia, Denmark
and the tJS. The total was just over
450 million euros.
I • ic;; ^iie^ r: iOu^i fhi'5v.vc .i
significant increase, largely because of
higher sales of cured ham and
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shoulder (up an impressive 33,2%
compared with the previous year), slill
among the best knovvTi and avidly
consumed of Spain's gourmet products
abroad. They were by no means alone,
hovvever, since cured sausages also
experienced an increase in
iniernaiional demand-a considerable
1 l.ft'/fi-over the same period.
According to a study conducted by
Spanish magazine Alimarket, there are
two clear leaders in this area of export
aciivity: Campofrio Food Group
(vvhich changed its name recently
when it absorbed leading European
meat processor Croupe Smithfield
Holdings to become the biggest
processed meat company in Europe),
and El Pozo. Boih produce a wide
range of products, including cured
sausages, vvhich they distnbuie both
whole and, in large pan, sliced and
vacuum-packed throughout
supermarkets and hy-permarkeis, both
in Spain and abroad. The next big
challenge is to gain access for these

[jroducts to the gourmet disLribuiioii
channel, an area whose potential is slill
largely untapped.
That said, many producers have been
very successful over the years in
placing iheir products in foreign
markeis. Casa Riera Ordeix, which
produces salchichones de Vic (Spain
Courmetour No. 52), is a case in point:
it exports 15% of its output to the UK,
Germany, France, the Netheriands and,
occasionally, the IXnniincati Re]Mil)lii.:
and Venezuela. It is currently focusing
its attention on Japan and the US. Its
iiKiin , n u l l ' s .:r. l i i i i i M i i s s L i s - ,

lodr.

and Forinum & Mason in London and
Galeries Lafayeiie in Paris) and
specialist charcuterie shops rather ihan
big chains.
Within the EU, Joselito emerges cleariy
as one of the besi-knovvn companies in
the sector. Its slar product is acorn-fed
Iberico ham (shoulder does well tool,
but it also exports cured lomo, chorizo
and salchichdn. Its products are wellplaced in gouniiei shops such as
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Harrods (London), Peck (Milan),
Isetan (Tokyo) and Kaspia (Paris), and
some of the worlds' top chefs-noi jusl
die Spanish ones-serve them in iheir
restauranis (including Joel Robudion
at LAlelier in Paris, and Carlo Cracco,
in his eponymous restaurant in Milan).
The company's Iberico products are
also st>ld in Russia, where tliey can
usually be found at Anatoli Komn and
the .-Ararat Park Hyatt, both in Moscow.
Other companies, such as the
Andalusian Cooperative Cattle
Raising Corporation of the Valley of
the Pedroches (Couperahvtt Ganadera
del Valle de los Pedroches, COVAR
Spain Gourmclour No. 64) and
Embiiiidos Perm in (Salamanca),
vvhich produce Iberico ham, shoulder
and other cured products, are keen
exporters. Embuiidos Fermi n is
exemplary In that its marketing policy
is 10 concentrate on non-EU
countries. Raiil Martin, the company's
export manager, poinis out that not
all products achieve the same degree

of acceptance among consumers. He
explains the finer points: "Morcon has
only limiied sales wiihin Europe,
perhaps because it is unfamiliar.
There is a niche market for it—Fiance,
Gennany and Portugal, countries that
are interested in Iberico products as a
whole. In any case, it is always
perceiv-ed as a gourmet product and
restricted to specialist shops." In his
opinion, cured lomo is much more
commercial, and much better
received: Taking lomo, chorizo, ham
and shoulder logeiher, we export
25% of our producuon. We are the
only company with a presence in
Canada, the US and Singapore, and
we also sell in Mexico, Austria, Korea
and Japan, though our main market is
the US, Actually we'll start exporting
lomo to Canada and the US later this
year,"
Huelva-based firm Sanchez Romero is
anoiher well-known manufacturer of
Iberico products, Iberico ham is their
strong seller, though they also have a

fine reputation for cured sausage,
They export morcon within Europe
(France, Italy, Russia, Portugal,
Scandinavia and the UK), albeit in
small quantities. Nevertheless,
between 6 and 8% of their Ib^rlco
lomo production goes abroad, to the
same countries as morcon plus
Germany, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg. Costa Rica and the
Dominican Republic. They sell
through gourmet shops and
charcuteries, which they supply with
whole or partial pieces or ready-sliced
products, all vacuum-packed.
For the moment, the problem of
tnorcilla de Burgos's shon shelf file is
getting in the way of selling them
outside the EU on a regular basis.
Nevertheless, "...it's a very well-known
product," according to Roberto da
Silva, manager of Embutidos de
Cardena. Indeed, for the last 18 years
the company has been selling it in the
UK, where it is bracketed with
Britain's own famous black pudding.
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though we introduced it as a more
gourmei-one mated ]iroduct, a fiLe
sausage," says da Silva. Along with the
UK, other countries including Italy,
France, the Netherlands, Belgium and
Mexico also enjoy this unique sausage,
which sells primarily to the hospitality
industi-y, vviih only token amounts
being sold through specialist shops. In
the near future and high-pressure
technology (as described earlier)
permiiiing, the Japanese niarket,
vvhich is always receptive to topquality Spanish products, should be
.added to this list.
R(f(/(ic/ C ti.srillo Ls ti Journtdist ivith a
special inlcrcsi in food and wine. She is
liead of the gastronomic section oj ihe
daily J.HLs-int's.s newspiiper Cinco Duis and
a regular contributor to such .spcLiiilLst
mtigctsiricv as Vino y Gastronomia, Vivir
el Vino, Vinoseleccion cind Sobrcmesa.
She i.s tilso co-ciulhot of El aceite de oliva
de Castilla-La Mancha and of (he
Comer y beber cn Madrid ailing oui
guide.
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Salt, that universal preserving agent used
since the dawn of time, helps create a
splendid delicacy that is eaten all over Spain:
cec/na de Leon. Ceana [Spain Gcurmetour
No. 47) is meat that is ssited, smokfitl mr.
then dried. It can only be made in areas
wtiere the climatologicai conditions are just
right: it requires cold, dryish winters, hot
summers, and long periods of frost. Leon
province (northwesteriy inland Spain) fits the
bill perfectly and is the source of the bast
cecinas in Spain, They are covered by PGl
status.
Cecina is made Irom meat obtained from
various cuts of beef: center leg (the fleshy
mass formed by the medial thigh muscles),
round (made up of the topside and
silverside, which form a triangular/cylindrica!
prismi, stifle (an oval-shaped cut made up of
the components of the square rump muscle)
and sirioin (a triangular cul made up of the
medium, accessory and deep gluteal
muscle, and the twin rump muscles). Once
the pieces have been selected and shaped,
they are salted to promote dehydration and
to preserve Ihem, They are then washed and
left to rest for 30-45 days, during which time
thar flavor, aroma and texture lake on
definition, and are then smoked in oak or
holm-oak wood smoke for iwo to Ihree
weeks. Tne process is rounded off wrth a
curing period in perfectly ventilated natural

drying chambers. The cecina will be
ready to eat seven months after
salting at the earliest, and it will have
turned a darkish brown on the
outside which, I'jhen cut, will reveal a
cherry-to-garnel red interior in which
the color is more pronounced at the
edges. The meat, with ils slight
marbling of fat, will present little
evidence of salt or fiber. Its
characteristic smoky aroma and
clean, pronounced, pleasantly meaty
flavor are particularly appealing
features.
Given the size of the cuts from which
it is made, cecina is general^ sliced
to order, though it also comes
vacuum-packed.
Other Leon specialties include cecina
de chho, made (in the town of
Vegacervera in the north of the
province) in much the same way
except thai the raw material is goat's
meal, and cecina de caballo is made
(in Villarramlel, Palencia, in
southeastern Leon) of either horse or
mule meat, Cecina de caballo has a
pleasant and very distinctive flavor,
somewhat sweeter than the others
because of the glycogen that horse
meat contains.

\

E B N I T ES
PGl Botillo del Bierzo
WW w.boti Hodelbierzo.es
PGl Cecina de Leon
www.cecinadeleon.org
PGl Chorizo de Cantlmpalos
www.chorizodecantimpaios.org
PGl Chorizo Riojano
www.larjojacalidad.org/igp/
chorizo riojano/informacion/
index.html
PGl Chosco de Tineo
w w w. ast u re X. o rg/ag ro/pd f /
choscodeEineo.pdf
PGl Embutido de Requena
www.embutldoderequena.es
PGl Salchichon de Vic
www.salchichonvic.com
PGl Sobrasada de Mallorca
www. sobrasadademalloroa.org
Chorizo cular de Salamanca, lomo
Ib^rico. morcilla de Burgos and
morcon lb6rico
www.patrimoniogastronomtco.com/
embutido.shtml?idboletin=123
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Gaig
Restaurant
Introduction
Almudena Muyo/©ICEX
Translation
Jenny McDonaldy©ICEX
Phoios, recipes
Toya Lcgido/blCEX
Photos, introduction
Tonias Zarza/®1CEX
Gaig Restaurant
Aragd, 214
(corner wilh Arihau)
08011 Barcelona
Tel.:Ci34 291 017
wwrv^,', rescaurantga ig.com
in lb@resiaurantgaig,coTn

The simplicity of high-quality seasonal products anci impeccable frying in extra
virgin olive oil, two keys to the cuisine of Carles Gaig. The flavors, smells anci
aromas of the past but in new guises, reflecting the evolution of a family, his
family, one that has been dedicated to the world of hospitality for over four
generations. The small family-iTm hostel, where they started out at the beginning
of the past century offering home cooking, has become one of Barcelona's
landmark restaurants-Gaig Restaurant-and is now the proud holder of a
Michelin star Gaig's teachers were his great-grandmother and, in particular,
his mother, but he also learned from reading the works of Spanish food wiiters
and gastronomes, Josep Pla (1897-1981) and Nestor Lujan (1922-1995). Then
a trip to the Basc|ue Countr>' in 1975 allowed him to meet chefs Patxi Quintana
and Juan Mari Arzak. Subsequent contact with Paul Bocuse and Freddy Girardot
ended up revolutionizing his cuisine. His dishes are now wrapped in modern
dress but the flavors take us back to his origins. Carles Gaig has also selected
the wines to accompany these dishes.

5 RECIPES

I' :lv1.AT0ES

Light Coca with Red Shrimp,
Raf Tomato and Baby Zucchini
(Coca ligera de gamba roja con
tomate rafy calabadn tierno)
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This is a different way of eating red
Palamos shrimp, with its full flavor
brought out by cooking it in its natural
medium. This is our new-look
shellfish coca.

SERVES 4
16 red shrimp from Palamos; 400 g / 1 4 oz
white bread; 50 g / 2 oz cream cheese; 20 g /
1 oz pomegranate; 2 Raf tomatoes: 1 baby
zucchini; chives; balsamic vinegar; basic
vinaigrette; seawater; baby mesclun; extra virgin
olive oil; salt.

Cut the bread into wafer-thin slices
then trim to form uniform shapes.
Toast lightly with extra virgin olive oil
on a chrome-plated griddle.
Peel and seed the tomatoes, then cut
them. Cut the zucchini and blanch
lightly in salted water Just before
serving, dress the tomato and zucchini.
Peel the shrimp, remove the heads and
blanch m seawater for just 60 seconds.
Reduce the balsamic vinegar then
leave to cool. Mix with the extra virgin
olive oil.
Mix the cream cheese with chopped
chives and dress.

To sei^e
Place the zucchini and tomato on a
slice of bread, then top with another
layer Add the bodies of the red shrimp
and some baby mesclun dressed with
\inaigrette. Stick the heads into the
top vertically Finish the dish with
some of the cheese and chive mixture,
the oil with reduced vinegar and some
pomegranate seeds.
Recommended wine
Gramona Sauvignon Blanc 2008 (DO
Penedes), by the Gramona Winery. The
characteristics of this wine blend
perfectly with the shrimp-very subtle
aromas with apple and peach plus
passion fruit giving a tropical touch. In
the mouth it is fresh and long.
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Pear Tomato Soup and Kumato
Tartar with Lobster
(Sopa de tomate pera y tartar
de kumato con bogavante)
.A relrcshing recipe lor a hot summer
The lobster makes this very simple
dish .special, ihough the proiagonist is
ihe tomato. Wc use the pear tomatoes
for the soup, which gains in subtlety
from the milkiness of the almonds,
and the Kumato tomatoes for their
personality, with iheir charaeienstic
green color and fleshiness, ideal for
making the lanar.

SERVES 4
4 Kumato tomatoes: 50O g / 1 Ib 2 oz pear
tomatoes; 85 g / 3 oz Marcona almonds; 1
large iobsler; 2 cardamom seeds; 3 baby
Marcona almonds; wid sprouts; chives: roast
almond oil; extra virgin olive oil; salt.

Cook the lobster in salted water, shell
and leave the best pans whole. Use the
smaller pieces in ihc Kuinato tartar
Dress the large pieces.
Peel, seed and dice the Kuniato
lomatoes. .Add the lobster trimmings
and dress vvith extra \irgin olive oil,
sail and chopped chives.
Meanwhile, peel the bab\' Marcona
almonds. Crush the pear tomatoes
with two cardamom seeds and the
Marcona almonds. Strain, season with
salt and make an emulsion with roast
almond oil
To serve
Place a mold on a plate and fill with
Kumaio tomato tartar. Press lo shape.
Remove the mold and add the drejssed
lobster pieces. Serve the soup
separately so as to maintain the dish's
aesthetic. Decorate w ith wild sprouts.
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Preparation time
1 hour 15 minutes
Recommended d r i n k
Incdit, by Damm Group. This beer,
with an intense, complex aroma and
touches of sweei spicc and fruit is
creamy in the mouth. The aficrtaste is
of coriander, licorice and orange peel,
and iis delicate sparkle, verve and
freshness make it the perfect partner
for this dish.

TOMATOES AND SAUSAGES

1-=-:

Greater
Weever Fish
Fuet, Basil
and Pan
Tumaoa
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(Arana de mar, fuet, albahaca y pan tumaca)
The idea is to make a summer-style
surf and lurf. so we suggest a salad ol
greater vveever fish (an unusual species
in the kitchen, mosily used to make
stock),/uc( (a type of sausage) and two
tv'pes of tomato: Monlserrat, served
practically as it comes, and lomaies de

colgar (hanging tomatoes), the typical
lomatoes lor pan lumaca (slices of
toasted country bread, rubbed with
garlic and ripe tomatoes, and crowned
with a pinch of salt and extra virgin
olive oil). The raspberries and basil
give a lively touch to the dish.

SERVES 4
2 Monlserrat tomatoes: 2 tomates de colgar;
100 g / 3 1 /2 oz baguette bread: 12 fresh
basil leaves: 200 g / 7 oz greater weever fish;
40 g / 1 1/2 oz fuet; 1 lollo rosso lettuce;
1 oak leaf lettuce; fleur de sei: 50 cc / l .7 fl
oz rice vinegar; 12 raspberries; extra virgin
olive oil; salt, vinegar.

Cui the fuel into ihin slices and
dehydrate at 6 5 ^ / HQ^F for 4 hours.
Drizzle a little extra virgin olive oil on
the slices of bagueue and bake al
185"C 1365°F for 6 minutes. Remove
and careiull)' mb with tomato, then
sprinkle with fieur dc sei.
Peel the Montseriai tomato and cul
into ihin slices.
Remove any bones from the lish and
sear lightly on the griddle. Submerge in
rice vinegar lor 40 minutes, then drain
and place in e.xtia virgin olive oil.
VN'ash and dress the lettuce with a basic
\inaigreite just before serving. Finish
the dish with raspberries and fresh
basil lea\'es.
To serve
.Vrrange one or two slices of Moniserrai
lomalo forming a base, then add the
marinaiecl fish, which should be served
warm (ai 5 t r C / 122T),the
dehydrated fuel, pan lumaca toast,
lettuce leaves, raspberries and fresh
basil leaves. The idea is that ihe dish
should he as fresh and natural as
possible.
Preparation l i m c
4 hours to dehydrate ihe fuel and 1
hour for the rest.
Recommended w i n e
Oliver Conti Gewurztiaminer and
Sauvignon Blanc 2005 (DO Emporda),
by Oliver Conii. This wine has a
mineral, lloral nose against a
background ol grapefaiii, and is
creamy in the mouth with plenty of
ripe fruit and citric acidity It is an
e.xcellent partner for the fish and the
other ingrediems in the dish.
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Lightly Smoked
Fillet of Cod with
Samfaina and
Black Butifarra

Maximum simpliuiiy in a traditional
di.sh of cod with samfaiiui (Catalanstyle laialouillc). The reduced Modena
vinegar, with lis body and acidity,
contrasts wilh the saltiness of the fish
and the buiifarra sausage.
SERVES 4
700 g / 1 1/2 Ib cod fillet in 4 pieces; flour lo
coat; 2 lomatoes; 1 red pepper; 1 green
pepper; 1 yellow pepper; 1 zucchini:
1 eggplant: 1 onion; 200 g / 7 oz black
butilarra; herbs; green sprouts; balsamic
vinegar: extra virgin olive oil; aniseed.

Season the cod with salt, dip in flour
and. jusl before serving, fry in very
hot oil.
Grill die eggplants and peppers over
hot coals, then peel and cut into small
pieces. Chop ihc onion and [ry. When
caramelized, add the chopped llesh of
the two tomatoes and, finally, the
zucchini. When cooked, add the other
vegetables, season and add aniseed.
This is the samfaina.
Place the butilarra sausage in a steamer
to soften, then peel, lieat the flesh and
crush, ihen fonn a roll using saran
wrap, chill and cut into thin slices,
heating again just before serving.
Reduce the balsamic vinegar
When cold, mix wiih the extra virgin
olive oil.
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(Lomo de bacalao ligeramente ahumado
con samfaina y butifarra negra)
To serve
Fiy the cod jusl before serving so that
the flour coating is crisp. Top with a
quenelle of sanifaina and sprinkle with
a litile reduced balsamic vinegar.
Finish with green sprouts and the
black buiilarra sausiige.

Preparation time
1 hour 30 minutes
Recommended wine
Geol 2006 (DO Costers del Segre), by
roin:ls Cusine. This is a rich, powerful
wine with explosive aromas ol forest
fruit-blackberries, cranberries, etc.-in

combination with toast and wood.
Fresh and velvety with similar notes in
the mouth, ii makes an ideal partner
for the cod and samfaina.
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Asparagus and Cecina from Leon Ravioli
(Esparragos con cecina de Leon en ravioli)
A typical food combination in Ledn is
asparagus wilh cecinci (air-dried meat),
Tliis is ihe idea that inspired this dish,
buL here it comes in a very personal
version—with the local white asparagus
from Gav^i, south of Barcelona.

SERVES 4
20 white asparagus spears from Cava;
100 g / 3 1/2 oz cecina from Leon; 80 g /
3 oz milk; 50 g / 2 oz butter: 80 g / 3 oz
chicken stock; 50 g / 2 oz extra virgin olive oil;
20 g / 1 ozflour;salt; sugar

Cut the cecina inlo wafer-thin sHces,
then chop into squares and fry. Then
place in extra virgin olive oil to make
cecina crisp oil.
Cook the asparagus in boiling sailed
water with a little sugar Separate the
tips and stalks, [he latter to be used Lo
make the sauce and filling for the
ravioli. Don't overboil the tips.
To make the sauce, cmsh the hardest
part of the stems lo extract the fla\'or,
add chicken stock and butter and beal
unlil thick. Then add more butter,
sprinkle wilh fiour and cook. Add the
resi of the asparagus siems and the
milk. Add some cecina squares, bring
to a boil and let cool.
Finely slice the asparagus lips (leaving
some wiiole to decorate the plate) and
cook in the same way as ihe stems.
Once cooked, form a laiiice, making
square-shaped ravioli, fill wilh the
coaled mbctuie and close. Heat in a
natural coai oven.

To scr\ c
Layer the plate with sauce, top with
the ravioli and decorate wiih asparagus
lips. Finish with the Leon cecina crisp
oil.
Preparation l i m e
2 hours
Recommended w i n e
l ' . \ W- ;K i .^:••^:n^•^.•;.^-: "'ihl-i . i
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de Duero), by Bodegas Pago de
Carraovejas, This wine wiih an
impressive nose againsi a balsamic
background wilh ripe fruit and vanilla
IS ilavorsome in ihc mouth with
intense fruitiness, medium struciure
and creamincss. It is a fine foil in the
asparagus and cecina from Leon
ravioli.

On the Move

Conde de Valdemar takes
off with American Airlines
I he export market has been one of
Bodegas Valdeniars prime targets since
it was founded in 1983: it began its
iniernalional career that same year
with sales to the UK. Today its wines
are sold in nearly 60 countries, with a
particularly strong presence in
Germany the US, the UK, Sweden and
Switzerland. The fimi aims lo expand
still further and, wilh that in mind, is
honing its reputation for "innovation
and qualily in the hospitality industry
and specialist markeis, both of which
arc sectors that offer beller continuit)in the medium and long temi,"
according to marketing direcior Ana
Martinez Bujanda,
This approach has paid dividends.
One of its wines has become a high
nyer-33.000 fi high, to be precise.
Since last summer, bottles of caskfermented Conde de Valdemar white
wine have been available to passengers
traveling First and Business Class on
American Airlines fiighis At Valdemar,
they are "proud that such a presligious
airline contacted us wilh a view to
sampling our product, and ihat ils
wine consultant, Ken Chase, selected
our wine for its menus. Of course, it
also serves as an ideal showcase for us.
giving people of many nationalities the
chance to discover our wines."

!0n
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Meanwiiile. ihis Rioja .-Mavesa winer)^
has other plans up its sleeve, including
marketing ils Inspiracion Valdeiiiar
collection, "a range of highly onginal
wines, all with very differeni
personalities," to quote Martinez
Bujanda. The collection has provided a
special niche to native and minority
varieties since it w-as launched in 2007,
and IS part of Bodegas Valdemar's
onward and upward suaiegy. aimed
primarily at extending iheir
distribution network and consolidating
their brand's reputation lor qualiiv
w ithin ihe Rioja Qualified Designation
of Origin category.
Date of foundation: 1983
Workforce: 46
I N port quota: 55%
www.valdemar,es

Aguas de Mondariz
for Ireland
Fitz Cr)'stal Mineral Water Company is
to be the exclusive distributor of Aguas
de Mondanz's products in Ireland. The
contract covers the two big mineral
water markel areas (the food and
hospitality sectors), and gives ihe
Galician company lull coverage of the
distribution map of the British Isles (it
has been represented In the UK by
Taylor Sales & Distribution since .\pri\
2008).
The agreement is the laiest in a series

that, in the first half of tlii» year, has
enabled Aguas de Mondariz, a Vichy
Catalan Ciroup company, to export its
water to C)T""tis, Gambia and Malta.
•Vguas de Mondariz products are
currently sold in 27 countries, a
figure thai is set to rise further in the
near future as it enters new markeis
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such as Morocco. China,
Russia, Poland, Cuba, South
Africa and several Middle
Eastern states.
In the course of this expansion
abroad, the company has won
recognition from the
Iniemaiional Taste and Qiiiilily
Insiiluie (iTQi) in recent
months, in this Brussels-based
organization's Superior Tasle
.Awards 2009, ihe top qualification,
"exceptional" (three stars), went to
Mondariz's still mineral water. Elite,
the premium (or gran resena) brand of
natural mineral water that Aguas de
Mondariz supplies lo lop re.siauranis.
Meanwhile, its sparkling water was
awarded die "outstanding" (two stars)
qualification by a jury comprised of
chels and sommeliers from leading
European culinarv' associations.
Mondariz also started exporting its
Fuenie del V'al waier recently General
manager Javier R. Losada explains that
il is intended as a disiinciive food
sector product, ".specifically
recommended for people on a low
sodium diet."
Date of foundation: 1873
.Activity: Bottling and marketing
mineral waters
Turnover lor 2008; 20 million euros
Workforce: 112 employees
Export quota: 10%
www.aguasdcmondariz.com

Lizarran launches in China
Since June of this year, the Times
Square shopping mall in the city of
Suzhou, 80 km (49 mi) from
Shanghai, has had its own Lizarran
tapas bar, the first in China. The
laberna's opening is the first result of
an agreement between Comess Group,
Lizarran's parent company and a group
of Chinese businessmen residing in
Spain, entitling them to use the
Spanish brand under license in China
for ihe next 20 years via the Mundiver
Europa company Suzhou is jusl the
Stan: plans to develop the franchise in
China are focused next on Shanghai as
the prime target, with the cities of
Hangzhou, Wenzhou and C^ingtian (all
in the eastern part of the country)
lined up as possible candidates lor the
very near fulure.
Lizarran has designed an introductory
menu for this new markel that

accommodates Chinese tastes while
remaining faithful to its essential
Spanish tapas theme. 'Both our chef
and our head ot operations in China
are Spaniards who already had some
experience in China under their belts
before starling on this project,"
explains Joan Manel Gili, Comess
Group's marketing director "As far as
we were concerned, that was
absolutely essential to our goal of
balancing the realities of this markel
with the traditional Spanish food thai
we supply." LIzartan's Suzhou menu
therefore avoids foods of little
relevance to Chinese eating habits
(such as bread and dairy products),
while presenting a choice of over 100
pinchos and lapas wilh their
traditional flavors very much intaci:
ihey include Serrano cured ham,
Spanish omelet, Russian salad,
t/iis(()r»£j (thin Navarre sausage
flavored with pimcnton, a t)T>e of
paprika from Spain) and boquerones
(anchovies) in vinegar. The aim of the
exercise is lo ascertain which dishes
and pinchos go down best with the
local clientele while serving food thai
is 100% Spanish.
Dale of foundalion: 1988
Activity: Pinchos and tapas
resiaurants
Number of establishments: 190
Turnover for 2008: 105 million euros
www.grupolizarran.com
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DAMM
GROUP

Mediterranean
Edge
when the Damm Group,
founded in Barcelona "in
1876, launched its new
international strategy, it
looked to the Catalan
capital for the keystone of
the cainpaign. Millions of
foreign vasitors to the city
who have enjoyed Estrella
Damm, the coinpanys
classic beer if] situ will now
be able to do so back
home, along wiih iwo
new products: Inedit, a
beer created under the
guidance of Ferran Adria
expressly for drinking with
posh food, and Daura, a
gluten-free beer suitable
for celiac sufferers.
108
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From the minute he enters the room to
begin our interview, 1 notice that there
is something oui-of-the-ordinary about
Carlos Cervantes; he is certainly not
your average businessman. Much of
this special quality resides in an
astonishing and sincere passion For his
job. "1 grew up in a household where
the air filled with a beery smell when
my father got home fiom work in the
brewery-, and I feel fonunaie to have
been pan of the company for the past
35 years, Uke many generations of my
famil)' before ine," he declares with
patent sincerity His business card
describes him as a member of the
company's external relations team, but
a brief tour of the Danim factory on
the outskirts of Barcelona with hiiu as
guide makes it clear that he is a lot
more than just that.
[ am swept along by his eloquent
enthusiasm as we make our way
round the plant. .Always alert and
entertaining (as members of his
Facebook fan club will confirm),
Carlos displays a prodigious
command of facts and figures;
"Within these 120.000 sq m (129.166
sq fl) we produce 3 million bottles.
1 million cans and 15 thousand
barrels every day." He goes into his
beer's organoleptic properties; "The
hops we use in our classic recipe,
originally fiom Leon province
(Castile-Leon, in the northern half of
the Peninsula), distinguish us from
beers that use different, stronger ones

works; "This new' machine can fill 90
thousand cans an hour"; and he still
finds time to take a proud interest in
his employees' careers: "Two of our
master brewers have come oui ai the
top of their year on specialist brewing
courses at Madrid Polytechnic
University and at the Versuchs-und
Lehransiali fur Brauerei in Berlin."
Carlos's cnvn professional career, his
incmor)' and even his house (he is an
avid collector of all ihings beer-relaied)
are steeped in Damm's 133-year
histor;'. U is tire only brewery in Spain
to remain active for so long, and the
>^e.;lih ii",:•;^pI:;:i-;k\' r - . u i h ; - 'iiiiL;

because they give Eslrella freshness
and make it a less bitter, more
'quaffable' long drink," He also
explains the finer points of brewing;
"We still source our yeast
stocks-which are what gives all
brands of beer their added
value-from ihe German bank from
which the company's founder, August
Kuentzmann Damm, obtained the
originals when he set up the business
in Barcelona." (Like many thousands
of Alsatians. Damm emigrated after
his native region came under the
dominion of the Second Reich in the
wake of the Franco-Prussian War in
1871). He also tells me how some of
the factor>'s cuiling-edge technology

pedigree implies has stood it in good
stead as it lacklcs a decisive facet of ils
present phase: its iniemaiional
strategy.

From local to global
The city of Barcelona, ils people and
their Meditenanean lifestyle are
attributes that give Damni an
advantageous edge in a field as closely
associated wilh free time and leisure
activities as the alcoholic beverage
sector. Its quite common practice for
beers to base their image on iheir
place of origin, and its a stroke of
luck for us that Barcelona and Spain
in general are associated very
positively with gastronomy and
quality of life," declares Guillem
CastelU. ihe group's export direcior.
The company heads had this verv'
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much in mind when ihey decided on
a complete reorientaiion of iheir
export policy three years ago. "We''d
always taken a reactive rather than a
proactive approach lo exports,
fulfillmg orders thai came in from
abroad but no more than ihai. Then,
In 2006, we started thinking about
designing and implementing a
specific export strategy."
Castella sums up the plan's three
essential elements. Firstly, ihe firm's
export activity is limited to just three
products-Estrella Damm, Inedil and
Daura-as opposed to the wider range
il sells in Spain, where it markeis
many more beers, including some
bought from various local breweries
(Keler and Victoria, for example), and
w-'here it has diversified its activiiies in
the last len years, buying up two
brands of mineral vvater and setting up
a company callcf.! .\]\\\ Lii^i^iit^.
Secondly, the US and the UK have
been pinpointed as priority markeis,
though ihe group has also succeeded
in striking significant deals in
contincnial Europe and kept options
open as regards other countries.
Finally, the group has chosen to work
vviih importers and distributors that
offer marketing capacity as well as
logistical services; these associates
include companies with an impressive
track record: Anheuser-Busch in the
UK, United States Beverage in the US
and Radeberger Gaippe in Germany,
.As for the promotional aspects of the
strategy, the image-enhancing
Barcelona connection is highlighted in
explicit advertising slogans, such as
"The Beer of Barcelona" and "Estrella
Exports the Flavor of Barcelona All
Over the Vv'orld". and by adapting
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to feature ihe word "Barcelona" on
their labels. Damni also has a long
record of visibly supporting major
Barcelona events, starting with the
Univ-ersal Exposition held there way
back in 1929. More recently, Esirella
Damm spotisored the Spanish World
Cup in 1982, the Olympic Games in
1992 and ihe Barcelona World Race in
2007 (a yachting event), and it also
sponsors some of the city's big annual
musical functions, like Primavera
Sound Festival and the International
Festival of .Advanced Music and
Multimedia An of Barcelona (Sonar).
The group has also eslablished links
with internationally-known Catalan
groups and celebrities, ranging from
Barcelona Football Club (of which it is
an official sponsor) to fashion designer
Gusto Dalinau (who designed the
bottles for a limited edition of Esirellai
to top chef Ferran Adria (who played a
key role in the creation of Estrella
Damm Inedit").

A beer for foodies
Ferran .Adria, Juli Soler and elBuUi's
team of sommeliers worked close I;
with Dainm's master brewers on the
Inedit projeci for the best part of iwo
years before the designer beer was
launched in March 2007. "As soon as
we started ihinldug seriously about the
project, vve knew that vve wanted Adria
lo direct it. He was the ideal person: a
Catalan chef vvith slar status in Spam
and well beyond." explains Castella
when asked how the relaiionship
between his company and the 5-time
nominee lor best cook in the world
first came aboul.
The end result of the collaboraiion is a
beer vvhich, in his role as taster, Carlos
Cervantes describes as possessing a
broad spectrum of subtle aromas
despite not being a highly fermented
beer; "You don't often find so much
fiavor in a beer vvith low alcohol
content (4.8°). There is a mildness to u
thai puts it into the long drink
category, it is thirst quenching and

moreish, yet doesn't muscle in on what
one's ealing when it's served with
food." And that is an importani point;
Adria has declared on several
occasions that Inedit was designed
"because there vvas a need for a beer
that complemented ihe eating
experience", and has gone so far as to
predict that "...there'll be more beers
like It in the next five years, because
the big brewers vvill want to have an
equivalent of iheir own." "It's a beer
designed to fit into the gastronomic
environment and accentuate ihe
fiavors of food," Cervantes agrees,
"Adria's involvement has given ii that
individual louch. He and his team
came up wilh an intriguing
combination of bitterness and acidit>--,
fine-iuned by interesting nuances-a
hint of coriander, orange peel aromas,
a liquorice afiertaste-that even make it
a beer that can accompany dessert." All
in all, Inedit offers a convincing
alternative to wine, particularly for
drinking wiih foods for which it is
hard to find a good wine match for
reasons of texture (salmon, asparagus),
acidity (vinegar-dressed salads, citrus
Iruitsl or bitterness of Havor
(artichokes, racket). To enjoy its
culinarv- attributes to the fullest, Inedit
should be kepi in an ice biu kei during
the meal and served in white wine
glasse5, pouring just under half a
glassful at a time.
Starling vvith ils chic bottles and
packaging. Damm has aimed Inedil at
n gaf.tronomicQlly nvvnre public, who
seem to have responded favorably
during its first few months on the
markel. To take, as an example, the US
markel (vvhere its official launch last
May vvas attended by .Adria himself).
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Inedit can now be finind on the
shelves of Whole Foods, one of the
leading organic product and
delicatessen chains in the US. and on
the menu since last year at resuaurants
such as Eleven Madison Park and Casa
Mono, in New York; Amanda. Spanish
chef Jose Garce,s's restaurani in
Philadelphia; and The Bazaar by Jos6
.Andres, the cook's west coast showcase
for his cuisine.
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Present, future
and past
Vv'hile Inedit represents the link
between Damm and avant-garde
cuisine, the third label in the Catalan
company's foreign niarket straieg)',
Daura, has turned out to be something
of a trailblazing beer for celiac
sufferers. "Special beers of this type are
generally made from cereals like maize
or lennented rice, whereas the raw

material in Daura is barley We've been
able lo do this because we've
discovered how to break down its
gluten protein. That's why we believe it
to be the first genuine beer suitable for
people with celiac disease; the fact that
it is made vviih barley mall helps keep
the traditional beer taste," explains
Castella. ILS suitability has been tested
by the CSIC (Spain's leading .state
research institution), vvhich certified
that ils gluten levels are below 6 parts

per million, while the guidelines
issued by the Codex Alinientarius (the
food standards comimssuin set up by
the WHO and the FAO) set the
maximum liinil for gluten in foods for
celiac sufferers at 20 parts per million.
In exemplar)- e.xpon manager fashion,
CasielU quotes a specific markel
among whose celiac population ihe
product has been well-received; "With
ils iradilional pizza- and pasta-rich
diet, celiac disease is a condition of
which there is a particular awareness
in lialy so the fact that disiribuiion of
Daura there almosi matches Spain's is
quiie signilicant."
To cater for these new market trends
antl challenges, the Damm Group is
carrying oul an anibitioiLs expansion
scheme at its Barcelona factorv; the
company's base, to whose existing
paMiiises six more produciion and
bottling plants for beer, water and sofi
drinks are Ixung added, while its own
malihouse is also currently undergoing
renovation. Construction al ihe El Prat
factor)-, whose enormous Estrella
Damm logo greets pa.ssengers as the)'
land at Barcelona Airport nearby, are
expected to cosi 241 million euros and,
when finished, will have increased the
plant's production capacity from 2.5 lo
5 million hecioliiers (2.1 to 4.2 million
banels). The remodeling projeci
represents a commitment to innovation
as a way of guaranteeing that the
company develops susiaiiiably, in line
vvith one of its basic principles; respecl
for the environmeni. In real lerms, this
translates into the factor)' having its

own electrical co-generator, while the
overall renovaiion scheme includes
installing solar panels, reducing water
and cleciriciiy consumption, reducing
steam emissions produced b)' the
boiling process, using natural gasfiielled fork lifi trucks and harnessing
biogas for industrial use v ia a water
treatment s)'stem.
While El Prat represents the modem
face of Daniin. its La Bohemia factor)'
right in the heart of Barcelona is vvhere
its long pedigree shows. The site where
Damm first started brew ing in 1905
now serves as the group headquarters
and is a repositor)' of company history
In several of ils componeni units, the
brewing technology of nearly 90 years
ago can slill be seen; indeed, one of
them has been turned into a museum
(open 10 professional visitors only, and
by prior appointment) housing a vast
and fascinating collection of objects,
phoiiigraphs and advertising material
tracing the evolution of a company
that has become a Barcelona
insiiiution Suitably, 1 round off my
visit with a glass of Eslrella Damm,
ilrunk within sight of another
cherished local landmark-La Sagrada
Famiiia, Anioni Gaudi's Modernist
caiheifial-just a ten minute walk away
Santiago Sanchez Scgura has woil;ed
as a trainee journalist for
l?adioielevision del Principado de
Asiurias and in the Economic and
Commercial Office of the Spanish

I) .\ .\1 .\l
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Year of foundation: 1876
Activity: Manufacturing, bottling
and canning beverages
Turnover for 2008:
755 million euros
Main export markets: Australia,
France, Germany Italy, New
Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and the United
States,
Sectors and brands: Beers (A.K.
Damm, BockDamm, Damm Lemon.
Daura, Estrella del Sur, Estrella
Damm, Estrella Levante, Free
Damm, Inedrt, Keler, Saaz, Skol,
Victoria, Voll-Damm and Xibeca)
and mineral waters (Fuente Uviana
and Veri).
Workforce: 2,223 employees
Head office: Calle Rossello 515
08025 Barcelona
Tel. +34 932 90 92 11
Fax +3A 932 90 93 37
www.damm.es

En:lhi^s\ ii: Miuir.i He i^ , in iciitlx I'l: ir
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still Life with

GAME

Vegetables
• and Fruit

Juan Sanchez Cotan (1560-1627)

Juan Sanchez Cotan was born in 15fiO
in Orgaz. Toledo (central Spain) and
studied in the province of Toledo with
one of the precursors of Spanish still
life painters. Bias de Ledesma. Afier
entering the Carthusian monastery El
Paular (Madrid) in 1603 and then
moving to (iranada in 1612, he
focused on religious subjects but
without making any particular
impact He is known above all for his
previous slill files, being considered
the most important Spanish still life
artist of the Baroque period and
exerting an influence on many other
specialists who followed in his wake.
Here we can see one of his most
outstanding works in which the

I M
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cardoon plays a major role, given its
IHoniinence in the composition.
Sanchez Cotan produced austere
works, generally lealuriiig humble,
everyday objects. In this case, there
are also some phea.sants but, by his
skilled use of light and shadow, the
painter gives pride of place to the
cardoon, the simple vegetables
around the ba.se and the hanging fruit
at the lop. The composition is almost
geometrical, a hallmark of his slill
lifes, Anoiher is the Importance given
lo the simple cardoon, a subjeci that
reappears in several of his works. This
painting was produced by Sanchez
Cotiln just one year before he
withdrew from secular life.

ARTIST'S PALATE (^^^

o
O

o

Photo © Prado National Museum. Spain
Translation: Jenny McDonald/OlCEX

Still Life with Game, \^gelablcs and Fruit I 1602
Oil on canvas. 68 x 89 cm
© Prado National Museum, Spain
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A Day
at elBulli
An insight
Ik'st L-hcf in
ihi- world:
l-Vrrari Aiirij
Best restaurant
111 the w i i r U :

clBulli

l'HVIl>ON

.A Day at elBulli: An
Insight into the Ideas,
Methods and Creativity of
Terran Adria by Albert
Adria, Ferran Adria and Juli
Solcr. English, Spanish.
Which restaurant receives
2,000,000 requests for
reservations per year for
only 8,000 places? Where
has the ealing experience
been described as
"magical"? Where is the
food art? At only one place
in the world: el Bull i. And
I he wizard behind il all?
Ferran Adria.
This book offers a peek
behind ihe curtain, an
exclusive look ai whai goe^
on behind the scenes: the
menu at elBulli, the
kitchens, Adria's early years,
the resei-vation system, the
electronic wine list, the
restaurant's history, and
• . : : o : i | - i : : ; ; i n l-:i>~t:';

l't ;i;l

aboul the passion and
commitment of the team
and their devotion lo
creativity. The restaurant is
compared to a workshop,
the aim being "to create
dishes thai engage guests'
sensory, emotional and
intellectual faculties to the
full, surprising them. '
Through over 1,000 color
photographs, the book
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shows a detailed picture
Slory of how the day
evolves, from dawn til
dusk, how each ingredient
is treated and each dish
prepared, the many
techniques and the ongoing
breaking of barriers, the
kitchen at lull throttle and
the dining room packed.
L'nsiirprKiii'.iy the
selection of recipes are
ahead of their time:
monkfish liver fondue wilh
ponzu and white sesameflavored kumquat, fresh
liquorice infusion jelly
lasagna, and carrot-IJYO
foam with hazelnut I'oainair and Cordoba spices are
but a few.
Perhaps the Times review
put it best when it said; "To
i.;i.-^.i :il-i.- oilv.Lli

J

restaurant" is like describing
Shakespeare as 'a writer'".
(Plitj!tioII, vvIVw.pfiaidon.com)

Joan Roca. Diez menus
para un conciertn. \ j i
cocina de la miisita
(Joan Roca. Ten Menus for a
Concert. Musical Cuisine)
by Jaume Cabre, Salvador
Garcia-Arbos and Jordi
Maluquer. Spanish.
Gastronomy meets music in
this book by Joan Roca (El
Celler de Cm Kot.;. Geroiui.
2 Michelin stars). Here he
offers ten menus (40 recipes
in total) inspired by musical
selections from composers
including Puccini. Toldra
and Verdi.
Mozarts Don Giovanni
(1787) is served vvith
smoked baby octopus and
pheasant cannelloni, while
Symphony No. 6 in F Major
Op. 68 (1808) by
Beethoven readies the taste
buds for rice, black sausage
and sea urchin and cod
brandade crisp.
The texi comes with a 70iiiinuie CD in which pianist
Antoni Besses improvises
10 pieces based on Roca's
dishes. Music to the ears,
and ihe stomach. (Gfileiutiti,
5crv-eis d'Edicid I Traduccio.
wwxv.galetcida.cal)

Eljdmgo

El Jabugo. V Congreso
Muiidial del Jainiin
(Jabugo Ham. 5"' World
Congress of Dry-Cured
Ham). Spanish. This book,
which celebrates Iberico
ham, vvas published as part
of the 5"' Wbrid Congress of
Dr\'-Cured Ham, held in
Huelva, and attended by
leading industry
representatives, renownied
scientists, academics and
international research
centers. The product's
uniL[UC characiertstics have
peaked die interest of
experts in many fields,
ranging from veierinar)'
science to nutrition to R&D.
Fluelva is in the spotlight
because of the key role liam
has played in its histor)' and
developmeni, and this texl
offers insight into topics
including pigs and iheir
natural habitat, difTerent
types of Ibt^rico pigs,
traditional industrial
produciion of Iberico ham,
die various cuts, nutritional
properties and PDO Jamrtn
de Huelva. A 240-page
homage to the region, and
its star {junta de .AiicitiiikUi,
Consejeria de Agricuiiurti v
Pesca,

Espanjan Viinit (Spanish
Wines) by Eva and Heikki
Remes. Finnish. It comes as
no surprise to hear that
lever for Spanish wines has
spread across the globe, and
Scandinavia is certainly no
exception. Well-known
Finnish authors Eva and
Heikki Remes are Spanish
gastronomy enthusiasts,
and iheir hook offers an
extensive selection of
traditional Finnish recipes,
complete with suggestions
on the perfect
accompaniment: Spanish
wines, all of vvhich ,irc
available al Finland's Alko,
the national alcoholic
beverage retailing
monopoly.
The project was funded in
part by ICE.X and Us Wines
from Spain program. This is
a top-notch guide for those
inierested in gasironomy
and with a penchant for
good food and great wine, a
segment in Finland that's
growing in leaps and
bounds. (Mullikustannus;
IV WW. m u (I i fi uslun ri iis.ji)

New Tapas: Today's Best
Bar Food from Spain by
Fiona Dunlc>p. English,
Spanish. Tapas, a Spanish
hallmark, are changing vviih
die times. This book
highlights some of the
country's most creative
cooks and a selection of
iheir old school recipes,
^RiL -ln -:-,Kic with singular
suggestions. Some fuse
Spanish and international
influences into works of art,
others are more
iradiilonal-but they all
celebrate exciting le.xtures
and flavors.
SecUons are organized by
region and include the
chef's profile and
bar/restaurant, photos and a
selection of simple recipes,
Trv- the lamb meatballs with
mint or the tuna belly confit
with ginger cream rice.
Complete vvith a restaurant
guide and a glossarv', if
you're looking for the 411
on the new lapas scene,
here's your book. (Blumc,
wwv.blume.net)

Ll aceite de f)liva, alma
del Mediterraneo (Olive
Oil, Soul of the
Mediterranean) by
Francisco Javier Barbancho
Cisneros and Jose Mataix
Verdu. Spanish. This indepth encyclopedia-like
book traces the fascinating
journey of olives and olive
oil throughout civilizations,
from Ancient Greece to
today.
The authors maintain that
the tree and its fruil are the
Mediterranean's most
distinguishing features, the
most important source of
lipids since time
immemorial, a vital
economic resource, a
cmcial ingredient in
countless dishes, symbolic
in sacred texts and religious
rituals, present in an. the
focus of literature,
referenced in history, a
miracle therapeutic
oininient, an essential part
of a healthy diet, and well
on their way to becoming
part of our cultural
heriiage. (Uisliiutode
Esiudios Gieiinenes,
Dipuiacion Provincial dejaen,
www. dipujaen.com)

iww.juntadeandalucia.es/agric
ulluraypesca)
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Ca cacina
Cijctiemena

Tiro Vazquez y la Cocina
de El Olivar de Mm alalia.
(Firo Vazquez and Cutsitic
from El Olivar in
MorataOa). Chema Barroso,
Firo Martinez 'Vazquez de
Parga, Luis de Pazos, Matias
P6rez Llera. Spanish,
Vazquez's restaurant, El
Olivar de Moratalla, in
northeastem Murcia, boasts
countless local and
international distinctions;
one look at this book and
you'll understand why In
addition lo details cm ihe
region's leading raw
materials, from oil to wine,
the genius chef includes
sets of recipes tor each
season based on the four
classical elements: air,
vvater, fire and land,
togeiher with a fifth
element, bimb curr)' wilh
sailron couscous and mint
sorbet; rabbii terrine with
pine nuts, thistle
mushrooms and chestnuts;
and Moratalla marzipan
with cold pistachio soup are
just a few of his ideas. The
pholos are magnificent and
the iubiruciions as detailed
as they come.
(Aceilc.s de Moraialla, S.L
-E34 968 72 40 54)
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riiidiciones, alimentos y
recelas dc la coeina
e.xtrcmena (Tradition, Food
and Recipes from
Exireniadura) by Maria Ines
Chamorro Fernandez.
Spanish. If ever there was a
place where the intersection
of cultures lefi ils mark,
Exiremadura, in southwest
Spain, is it. Romans, Arabs
and Jews, logether with
Cantabrian and Asturian
infiuences, among others,
have all played a role in
building Exiremadura's
culinary backbone. This
book looks at their impact
on the region's cuisine and
llie implications in terms of
culture, histoi-)' and
ethnology
The auihor also provides
more than 200 recipes in
detail that go beyond
preparation to include
literary, musical and lexical
references. Lizard m
almond sauce and neroli
vvater are just two of the
fantastic dishes, all of which
vvill provide you with an
authentic taste of
Extremadura. (Eciicitiiies
Trcci, www.trect.fs)

COCRWnOVR

Mastering the Fine A n of
I Slicing Spanish Flam b)
Pilar Esieban Ordorica,
translation by Janet Mendel.
English, Spanish. Culling
ham was once the job of the
butcher, the waiter or the
chef in the restaurani; now,
however, it is a profession,
and one that requires talent,
extensive knowledge,
practice and a steady hand.
This text discusses differeni
lyjies of ham (Iberieo and
Serrano, among otheis) and
offers informalion on
slicing, safely, aestheiics,
preparation, utensils and
importani vocabulary.
On loday's gastronomic
scene, skilled slicing is
considered an an fonn; it
can ofien determine aroma,
texiure and taste. If you're
looking to learn the ins and
outs of the trade, this book
is without a doubt a cul
above the rest.
(vvmv, spanishhamnnvs.com)

Cocina iradicional: Pais
Vasco (Traditional Cuisine:
the Basque Countr)') by
Carbine Badiola and Jesiis
Llona Lanauri. Spanish.
Cocina tradicional:
Caiahiiia (Traditional
Cuisine: Catalonia) by Ana
Maria Calera. Spanish, Here
are two cookbooks in a
series that takes readers on
a gasironomic journey
around Spain's regions to
discover their many mouthwatering emblematic
I

I - .I ~
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uuie-liotiorcd and cuttnigedge suggestions, organized
alphabetically and compleie
viiih beautiful phoios and
detailed information on
ingredients. Learn siep-bystep how to prepare Basque
favorites such as
iiitvoiirsti/sii (a nut-based
dessert), marmiiako (a fish
stew) and turbot in ixacoli
(a white Basque wine).
Journey to Catalonia by
feasting on Catalan-style
tripe, grilled cuttlefish or
partridge with pmnes.
Travel Spain, region b)'
region, and savor its
innumerable rich fiavors
from the comfort of your
owm kitchen. (EcJiloriai
Everest, vviviv.evertsf, i:s)

RIBERA DEL GUADTANA
Denominacion de Origen

BALANCE
Getting to know the past so as to gain a vision of the
future. Respecting our wines' traditions so as to find
the cutting edge. Searching for balance so as to come
into harmony with the Earth.

DiversidadNatanil
wvAv.comercioextremadura.org

Vicepresidencia Segunda de
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Con
Exclusive Signa

A Selective Seal of Approval
Guarantees Superior Serrano Hams,

Our rigorous step-by-step selection process ensures that only
the very best Serrano hams earn the exclusive Consorcio Serrano seal of approval.
This attention t o detail is the guarantee that all our Consorcio Serrano hams
are of the highest caliber in quality, texture and flavor.

HUXlNrXHUfSIAS

www.consorcioserrano.com
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PREMIUM QUALITY SPANISH CHEESE
-THE GRANDEE OF SPAIN-

Award winning 12 month matured
IVianchego D.O. from La Mancha October 2008
Awarded first prize Manchego cheese at the annual
Manchego cheesemal<ers guild contest.
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Malagon (C. Real) - Spain - Tel.: +34 926 266 410 - Fax: +34 926 266 413

rocinante(5)rocinante.es - www.roclnante.es

TARTESANA, S.L
Tarquessia de La Manc/ia"
ctra. de Toledo, s^n
13420 Malagon (C.Real) Spain
Tel: +(34)926 266 410
Fax: +(34) 926 266 413

tarquessia@tartesana.es
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Sausages
Consejo Regnlador IGP
Botillo del Bierzo
Tel.: (+34) 987 411 973
Fax: (+34) 987 414 214
info@botillodelbierzo.es
WW w. boi i 1 lod c 11T i e rz o. c s
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Fnjoy a Aide warlety good products.
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The following list includes a
selection ol exporters. It is
noi inlendcd as a
comprehensive guide and for
reasons of space, vve cannot
list all ihe companies devoted
to export of the featured
products. The inlormaiion
included is supplied hy the
individual sources.

Consejo Regnlador IGP
Cccina dc Leon
Tel.: (+34) 987 615 275
Fax: (+34) 987 617 587
c onsej o&'cecitinde leon. org

WW w. cecl nad eleon, org
Conscjo Regiilador IGP
Chorizo dc Caiilimpalos
Tel.: 1.+34) 921 432 001
Fax: (+34) 921 440 718
igp@chotizodecaniimpalos.org
www chori2odcx;anitm palos. org

Tastes
much better
without a tie

Consejo Regulador IGP
Chorizo Riojano
Tel.: (+34)941 512 571
Fax: (+34)941 512 583
inro@laiio|acalidad.oig
vvww.larioja.org
Conscjo Rcgiilador IGP
Chosco de Tineo
Tel.: (+34)985 800 174
Fax: (+34) 985 800 674
www.asiurex.org/agro/pdl/
choscodeiineo.pdf
Consejo Regiilador IGP
I'nibutido de Requcna
Tel.: (+34) 962 302 550
Fax: (+34)962 302 758
info@embuiidodereqiiena es
wwvv.embulidoderequena.es
Conscjo Regiilador IGP
Salchichon de Vic
Tel.: (+34)932 682 631
Fax: (+34) 932 680 390
igp@salchichonvic.com
vwvvvsalchichonvic.com

Coiisejo Regulador IGP
Sobrasada dc Mallorca
Tel.; (+.34)971 256 184
Fax: (+34) 971 256 134
corrco@sobrasadademallorca.
org
vvwvv.sobnLsadademallorca.org

Tomatoes
Consejo Regulador
Dcnoniinacion Espccifica
Toinate La Canada-Nijar
Tel.: (+34) 950 280 380
Fax: (+34)950 281 331
iomaie_lcn@agrocolor.es
www.lomaiemedilerraneo.com
FEPEX
Tel.: (+34) 913 191 050
Fax; (+34)913 103 812
fepex@fepex.es
vvvvvvlepex.es

avarrawine.com
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PEDRIZA

LA fHDRlZA

The products of La Pedriza are fruits of a unique nature,
that of the south of Spain. Selected one by one and
enriched in the purest tradition of the Mediterranean,
Specially made for those who wish to enjoy the best
of a thousand years of a cuisine which is conquering
consumers all over the world.

F. J . SANCHEZ S U C E S O R E S , S.A.
C/Camimnarin - .-Vpariado Postal n'A - (14270 Sorbas (Almcria) Spain.

Tel: ,14.950.364058 - 54.950.364060 rvmaii; l>ancliezsa#lari)ral.es

34.950.364422 - Telex; 76337 Ijsl <

LA
PEDRIZA,

The Extra Virgin!

e 1^ Spain
N o . 1 Spanish exporter o w n b r a n d

Aceites Borges Pont, SAU
Avda. J. TreDot s / n , 2 5 3 0 0 Tarrega (Spain)
abp.expor1@borges.es

Enjoyed by the world!

www.aceitesborges.es

